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One hot ticket
Tickets for UCF's 2007 football
season are selling fast - SEE SPORTS, As

Faculty
wants a
cleaner
contract·

TO GET THIS BUFF,
YOU GOTTA JOG IN

THE BUFF

Russell Rotta, 49, was sentenced to 30
days in jail for indecent exposure after
police cauglit him jogging wearing
.nothing but astocking cap, gloves and
reflective tape. Rotta told police that he
had been running naked since he was a
teenager and that he generally woke up
each day around 4 a.m. to conceal the
activity from his wife.
'Tuat is the one wild, crazy thing that I
do that makes me feel alive," police
quoted him as saying.

A tough budget year is
·ahead for all UCF staff
LAUREN PAULAUSKAS
Staff Writer

When the lack of money resulting
from inflation created the necessity to
lower their standards of living,
empfoyees at UCF decided to fight
back.
'We're trying to deal with a novel
situation with a novel solution," said
Jim Gilkeson, chief negotiator for the
United Faculty of Florida and an associate professor of finance, sitting with
two other faculty representatives.
"Let's deal with the bargaining on our
end now," he told four members of the
UCF Board of Trustees Friday.
At another collective bargaining
session between UCF faculty and the
UCF BOT to negotiate the upcoming
2007-2010 contract, the faculty introduced a salary counterproposal.
The BOT proposal that the UFF is
countering is a zero-percent salary
increase across the board for UCF
employees.
'We think that's a little bit of a lowball bid," Gilkeson said. "We're not
thrilled with that at all."
Article 23 of the Collective Bargaining Agreement is the article that
details employee salary guidelines.
UFF's counterproposal included a
. 1.6 percent salary increase for each
employee who is on a satisfactory
· standing with the university. Ifin-state
undergraduate tuition increases 3 percent or more for fall 2007, an additional 1.09 percent increase will be included for those employees;
This combined 2.69 percent

RELIGION

Suit grows 'teeth'

with Board of Govs.
becomfilg plaintiffs
DONALD THOMANN

ABEABORAYA

Contributing Writer

Editor-in.Chief

The Board of Governors on Tuesday
· d t join a laW§llit~1?-all~ th~
ty ta ~ tW.tton.
.
:And just to make it official, the Board of
GoVemor's also approved a 5-percent tuition
increase if state-wide budget cuts exceed 4
percent.
The raise in tuition would cost a fulMime
UCF student $178 over the course of a year,
not counting summer courses.
Aubrey Jewett, the assistant chair of the
political science department at UCF, said
that the BOG's decision to join the lawsuit
and raise tuition was critical, especially in
terms of getting legal standing to sue.
"Perhaps tQey might have been able to
proceed, but this makes it for sure that it
won't just get tossed," Jewett said, "Just as
importantly, it gives the lawsuit more credibility ... and some teeth."
The lawsuit, spearheaded by former Gov.
Bob Graham and former congressman Lou
Frey, challenges the constitutionality of a
statute giving the legislature the ability to set
tuition rates and increases. The lawsuit
names Senate President Ken Pruitt, R-Port
St. Lucie, and House Speaker Marco Rubio,
R-Coral Gables, as defendJmts.
"The Constitution clearly does not give
~
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GROUP TO ADDRESS
GLOBAL ISSUES AT
DISCUSSION
the Focus the Nation group will hold a
discussion about global warming
Tuesday at 4 p.m. in Howard Phillips
Hall. The group's purpose is to educate
the public about global warming
solutions.
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GOV. CRIST ADVOCATES
RENE\A/ABLEENERGY
TECHNOLOGIES
Gov. Charlie Crist opened his"Serve to
Preserve" event with a promise that
Florida will lower carbon dioxide
emissions and make use of alternative
energy sour~es. Crist said the flat
peninsular state has much to lose
should ocean levels rise.

,,

Contributing Writer

Hundreds of people who claim they
were abused by clergy affiliated with
the Roman Catholic Archdiocese of Los
Angeles can expect to be paid more
than $1 million each in a $660 million
settlement of their lawsuits.
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Sexual orientation will now be
included in the Golden Rule Student
Handbook as one of the categories
protected against discrimination start. ing in the 2007-2008 schooi year.
The new rule states that, "in order
to comply with the University's comnumerous boards of organizations. mitment to non-discrimination, all stuBrown's company has two contracts dents who enroll at the University will
with FAMU - one with the FAMU be assured equal access to educational
Foundation and the other with the programs and related opportunities
without regard to race, sex, age, reliOffice of Alumni Affairs.
gion,
disability, national origin, marital
Brown said that his more than 40
years of experience has prepared him or parental status, veteran's status, or
for the responsibilities that will come sexual orientation."
Chairman of the Student Governwith the job.
ment
Association's Governmental
"I'm qualified to serve on boards of
some of the largest eompanies and Affairs Committee, Stephen Morteluniversities in the country," Brown · laro, made the proposal to the Golden
said at the meeting. "I think that's a Rule Review Committee to include
judgment for the Board of Governors sexual orientation. He believes that the
to make. Based on what I've been issue of discrimination on campus is
involved in though, I think that serves something. that should have been handled years ago.
for something."
"I felt like this would be a great way
White graduated from FAMU in
to
ensure, from a policy standpoint,
1988 with a bachelor's degree in pharmacy and is the chief investment offi- that [discrimination) would not be tolcer for Fletcher Asset Management erated at an institution of higher eduInc. in Boston. White is also a member cation," Mortellaro said, ''where everyof the University of Massachusetts one's supposed to be welcomed and
it's supposed to be a le~g environBoard of Trustees.
Dent graduated fromFAMU inl993 ment for everyone; where everyone
should feel safe and secure."

FAMU fills 3 board member positions
Contributing Writer

LA ARCHDIOCESE TO
PAY $660 MILLION TO
SETTLE ABUSE CLAIMS

protection
in Rule
ZAILEEN ROACH

DONALD THOMANN .

NATION &WORLD, A4

DISCIPLINARY ON A5

Three applicants to the Florida
A&M University Board of Trustees
were selected last week for recommendation at Tuesday's Board of
Governors meeting.
The Trustee Nominating Committee, comprised of members of the
Board~ selected applicants Robert
Brown, Karl White, and Richard Dent
III for recommendation for the three
vacant positions on the FAMU Board
of Trustees.
Newly appointed FAMU President
James Ammons was present at the
meeting. He and members of the
Board of Governors stressed the need
for financially experienced individu. a1s due to the nature of the university's
recent problems and the absence of
financial specialists on the Board of
Trustees.
The Southern Association of Colleges and Schools placed FAMU on a
six-month probation in June, and the

university is at risk of
losing its accreditation
when national accreditors visit the school in.
Septembei.
The day after the
Board of Governors
meeting,
Ammons
Brown
announced a 100-day
plan for fixing the
school's financial problems.
'We've been blessed
with five. very qualified
applicants," said Ava
Parker, a member ofthe
Trustee Nominating
Committee.
''.Any three
Dent Ill
would be a great benefit' to the university. Because I've
worked with the FAMU task force,
however, I have a great concern for the
lack of accounting and auditing experience on the Board."
Brown is the founder, chairman
and CEO of the public relations firm
B&C Associates Inc. and a member of
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the UCF community

URSA to host "speed-friending''
Today at 7 p.m. in the Hercules Activity Center, the United Residents Student Association will host a speed-friending
event.
Similar to speed-dating, the
event will help students to meet
more people and make more
friends at UCF.
Free food and games will be
offered for participants.
For more information, contact Kelly Thibert, the Vice
President of Programming for
URSA, at 954-258-3303.
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Group addresses global issues

Abe Aboraya x213

On Tuesday, from 4 p.m.
until 5 p.m. in the Sociology
Conference room of Howard
Phillips Hall, join the Focus the
Nation group for a discussion
about global warming.
The group's purpose is to
educate the public about global
warming solutions and petition
representatives to take measures in the matter.
The group meets bi-weekly
on Tuesdays.
Contact Natalia Paredes by
e-mail at natyp@gmail.com or
by phone at 407-782-2375.
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Traffic rerouting continues

Staff Writers

Access to and from Garage E
will be via the re-aligned Towers Street adjacent to Tower Iv.
Traffic Wnl not be· allowed in
front of the Wayne Densch
Sports Center temporarily.
Continuously updated information will be sent out through
campus
e-mail.
Visit
http://www.fp.uc£edu/MasterPl~g/traffic/home.htm for
more information.
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Crist emerges as new Republican
leader on climate change ·
MIAMI - Environmentalists hoping to prevent climate
change have another powerful
Republican advocate in. Gov.
Charlie Crist, who Thursday
opened a two-day summit that
launches him into a leadership
role on an issue Democrats
have championed more vocally.
Crist opened his "Serve to
Preserve" event with a promise
that Florida will lower carbon
dioxide emissions and make
use of alternative energy
sources. Crist said the flat
peninsular state has much to
lose should ocean levels rise
and a lot to gain if it takes a lead
in developing renewable energy
technologies.
Crist's predecessor, Gov. Jeb
Bush, was criticized by environmentalists for not doing more
to promote renewable energy.
Likewise, critics say Bush's
brother, President Bush, hasn't
taken the issue seriously.
In a luncheon speech, environmental advocate Robert F.
Kennedy Jr. severely criticized
President Bush's environmental
policies while repeatedly praising Crist.
Crist is careful not to
admonish his fellow Republicans for not doing more, instead
choosing to take politics out of
PLEASE SEE
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LET US KNOW
The Future wants to hear
from you! If you have a club,
organization or event and want
your information to be considered for the Around Campus
column, send a fax to 407-4474556 or
e-mail to
editor@CentralFloridaFuture.c
om. Deadlines are 5 p.m. .
Wednesday for the Monday
edition. During the summer '
semester, the Future only prints
once a week.

LOCATIONS
Carnival - Memory Mall
Carnival - Memory Mall, Chalk on the Walk
.Movie Knight- Memory Mall
Comedy Knight- Convocation Center
Skit Knight - Convocation Center
Concert Knight - Convocation Center
Spirit Splash - Reflecting Pond
Parade, Football Game
Awards Ceremony- Student Union, Key West Ballroom

Fax: 407-447-4556
Published by Knight Newspapers
3361 Rouse Rd. Ste. 200
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TODAY IN DETAIL

Tuesday

Today: Calm wind becoming east
southeast between 5 and 10 mph.
Chance of precipitation 40 percent.
Tonight: A20 percent chance of
showers and thunderstorms. East
southeast wind up to 10 mph.
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Tectronics Emporium
Fax:484-805-7676

In Monday's article, "Tallahassee turmoil," the Future
incorrectly rep orted the plaintiff and defendant in the lawsuit
challenging the Legislature's
ability to set tuition. The mistake was made due to an editing
error.

ELITE FIGHTING ACADEMY

Laura L. Mays, PA-C.
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New push for research
LAUREN PAULAUSKAS

slow. "That is the central feature . of my scientific
approach,'' he said.
An innovator of science
His "tea bag" contribuwants to collaborate with tion of parallel peptide syn".'
UCF, furthering the push for thesis has so far resulted in
medicinal research in Cen- the synthesis of millions of
tral Florida.
low molecular weight comRichard
Houghten, pounds, which are used in
founder and president of the pain management.
Torrey Pines Institute for
Peptides are short moleMolecular Studies, is bring- cules formed by the linking
ing his headquarters to P9rt of various amino acids.
St. Lucie and discussed this
For example, to use p.epand the potential of coopera- tides to control pain,
tion between his institute researchers would have to
and UCF.
find the molecule to shut
Houghten's new facility pain down. "Literally, they
will be opening in a year and look at millions of coma half and will continue his pounds," Soileau said. "You
efforts with multiple sclero- want to find something that
sis, diabetes, immunology, will kill the pain but not kill
infectious disease and pain anything else."
management.
Houghten also presented
With Port St. Lucie only large assay (examination of
about 120 _miles away; characteristics of moleHoughten's pursuit in sci- cules) synthesis. "We were
ence and medicine is reach- still nibbling at the apple,"
ing out to UCF scholars.
Houghten said, not being
In a small room in the able to keep up with com:CREOL building on the petitors due to lack of inforMain Campus, Houghten mation.
gave a PowerPoint presenta"The general concept
tion of an outline of his work here is we can't know what
to a packed room of the assay wants," he said. He
researchers and scientists at related the approach · to
UCF.
assays to humans. Just like
"The price of admission if you can't know exactly what
you want to get scientists to is in a person's mind, you
talk .is technical talk," said can't exactly know what the
M.J. Soileau,· vice president assays want, Houghten said.
for Research and CommerTh~ next part of his prescialization at UCF, citing entation showed different
that this is effective in that niixtures his lab studied.
they don't like marketing ' "Many of the mixtures did not
talk for a scientific endeavor have activity," Houghten said.
such as this one.
He said the process of screen"I'm amazed we have this ing mixtures takes about a
many people here in the week or two, "if you don't
summer," Houghten said. He have other things lined up,
opened his presentation with like most of us do," he said.
the quote, "Innovation is the
Houghten also discussed
successful c.o mmercializa- the ranking of Jmown antition of invention," from gens, molecules that stimuMichael Fernandez in the late an immune response.
March issue of The Scientist. "Science has a rhythm.
Houghten's
research · Funding has a rhythm," he
could be seen in the hour- said, pointing out that older
long presentation, unveiling scientists know this.
a faster and cheaper way to
He also showed other
fin.d compounds for disease. · concepts like diversity-oriHe cites the current meth- ented synthesis and direct in
ods as too expensive and vivo injeGtion, like injecting
Staff Writer

J

)

)

morphine into a mouse -and
monitoring the effects over
several hours. This experiment tests anti-anxiety
activity. "[With] this mixture
of uses, in vivo is a very
important one," Houghten
said. "We want something
new and phenomenal, and
we can do that with these
methods and do it very
quickly."
Houghten also proposed
his library of mixtures to be
used alongside UCF. "We
have them. We want to collaborate with you," he said.
Houghten
said
the
process of collaboration in
compounds and mixtures
leads to new discoveries, like
the effects of opium as a
painkiller. "No one knew
how it worked until about
100 years ago," he said, along
with saying that no one
knew what it did until as
recently as 30 years ago.
For the last part of his
presentation, Houghten said,
"Florida collaborations.[are]
the path to mutual success. If
you have an assay, we'll give
it a try."
Soileau said the dialogue
· between Houghten and UCF
researchers has been beneficial to both sides so far. He .
said that if we collaborate
with people across the
world, why can't we do it
with people two hours away?
"We put out a hand of
friendship and said we can
meet each other and work
on a couple projects together," Soileau said. "He can .
screen for effective compounds much faster than
anyone else."
The dialogue began only
a couple of months ago, but
the Torrey Pines Institute
coming to Florida was a
main part of that. Right now,
the discussions are · still
underway. ''We're not asking
for a fully-executed legal
document," Soileau said.
"This is really early in their
participation · in Florida.
[But] it's going to give us
~dditional .opportunities."

Alafaya Trail
South of University, behind CB & S Plaza, next to Subway

3900 N Alafaya Trail • Orlando, FL 3282'6 • 407-382-0199

Sunday

August 19th
6pm-10pm

Tuesday :

August 21st
6pm-10pm
Courtyard by Marriott
UCF,Oassroom A
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Sick? .Hurt?
'

open every day.

We~re
l

Injuries and Illnesses can happen anytime,
requiring a doctor's care right away. Solantic is
open every day, of the year, providihg prompt,
professional and friendly medical attention.
•Treatment for illn~sses and injuries
• Onsite X-rays, lab (ests and immunizations
• Physicals for school, ~ports or work

'
Come see us for the care you need to feel ·better now.
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East Co(onial
inside Wal-Mart Supercenter
An Alabama woman died
Thursday after she fell 15
feet from an apartment balcony, according to the
Orange County Sheriff's
Office. .
Jessica Ashley Hawkins,
20, asked two friends to take
her to the hospital after she
struck the ground headfirst
Thursday evening. Hawkins
was on the balcony kneeling
on a chair an:d leaning on the
guardrail, according to the
report.
Hawkins then attempted
handstand from the bal- .

a

cony ancl fell headfirst,
according to the same
report.
The accident happened at
4509 Summerwalk Boulevard at University Walk
Apartments.
·
Hawkins lost consciousness in the car on the way to
the hospital. She' was taken
to Winter Park Hospital,
transferred to the Orlando
Regional Medical Center
and died at ],1:35 p.m., according to the report.
"This really is a tragedy,"
sheriff's . spokesman Jim-

I 1250 E Colonial Dr.
Orlando, FL 32817
321-354-0112

Solomons said. "Both of the
young lady's friends were ·
very, very distraught."
Hawkins was a former
UCF student. She was visiting her boyfriend when she .
fell, the Orlando Sentinel
reported.
"What this was ·was a
gathering of friends. The
investigation revealed nothing had gotten out of hand,''
Sol0mons said. "By . all
appearances, this is just a
very, very tragic accident."
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Keep current with headlines you may have missed

Al

the issue.
· The summit includes scientists, alternative energy
experts and officials from as
far away as Germany, the
United Kingdom and Brazil
Efforts by states to address
climate change issues· will
lead to the federal government eventually doing more,
predicted John Ashton, a
speaker at the summit and a
climate change representative from the United Kingdom's Foreign and Commonwealth Office.

Construction worker dies after
falling 24 stories
MIAMI - A construction
worker died Friday after
falling 24 stories and landing
on a metal molding cast,
according to police.
The 27-year-old man,
whose name has not been
released, was working on the
35th floor of the Infinity at
Brickell condominium complex when either a cable
snapped or a platform collapsed, witnesses told authorities.
"You could tell he pretty
much died instantly on
impact," said Ignatius Carroll,
a spokesman for Miami Fire
·
Rescue.
The victim was a safety
foreman who had been with
the company for two years,
police said.
The police department's
homicide unit and the U.S.
Occupational Safety and
Health Administration were
investigating the incident.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS

HIGHER
EDUCATION
What's in the news at
colleges around the country

Jury awards $5.85 million in ·
Fresno State discrimination suit
FREsNO, Cali£ - Legislators plan to investigate the
extent of gender discrimination in the state's public universities following a former
volleyball coach's landmark
legal victory this week against
the California State Universi- ty, Fresno.
Two years after coaching
her team to its best season
ever, Lindy Vivas, 50, was
fired in 2004. University officials said she failed to meet
performance goals written
into her contract. Vivas
argued in a lawsuit that she
got axed because she advocated for the fair treatment of
women athletes.
Monday, a jury awarded
her $5.8 million, likely the
largest amount ever granted
to a coach suing for retaliation under Title IX, the federal law barring gender discrimination in school sports.
Alarmed by the settlement's cost to taxpayers, lawmakers now want to probe
whether officials may have
turned a blind eye to widespread gender discrimination
throughout the CSU system,
Sen. President Pro Tern Don
Perata said Thursday. Perata
chairs the Senate Rules Committee, which he expects will
approve the formation of an
investigative, select committee Wednesday, which would
have the power to convene
hearings and subpoena witnesses, a spokeswoman said.
Two other women who used
to work at the Fresno State
athletic department have
filed suits similar to Vivas',
and softball coach Margie
Wright has filed a federal
retaliation complaint agains.t
the school. Vivas said dozens
of coaches - including some
within the CSU system - had
called her since Monday, saying they also faced on-the-job
retaliation for advocating
gender equity. Fresno State
officials declined to respond
to those specific allegations.
Wednesday, Sen. Dean
Florez, D-Shafter, ·wrote CSU
Chancellor Charles Reed to
request records of all systemwide settlements over
gender discrimination claims
- both in and out of court and suggested Fresno State
would be better served under
someone other than President John Welty.

t-- CHRONICLE OF HIGHER EDUCATION

ONLY A FEW UNITS LEFT
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY

'River 'Run Coach tfomes
a Condominium in Oviedo
2 miles North of UCF (off W Palm Valley Dr) _

ABO RAOUF I ASSOCIATED PRESS

Sudanese homeless gather to receive food following floods in Kassala, near Khartoum, Sudan Tuesday. At least fifteen were killed and
five thousand houses were destroyed.

LA archdiocese to pay $660M to
settle sexual abuse daims

total equivalent of 1 million
tons of oil for dismantling its
nuclear programs.

LOS ANGELES - Hundreds of people who claim
they were abused by clergy China suspends imports after
affiliated with the Roman saying it found contamination
BEIJING - China has
Catholic Archdiocese of Los
Angeles can expect to be suspended imports of chickpaid more than $1 million en feet, pig ears and other
each in a $660 million settle- animal products from seven
U.S. companies, including
ment of their lawsuits.
The deal, by far the the world's largest meat
largest settlement in the processor, in an apparent
church's sexual abuse scan- attempt to turn the tables on
dal, was reached Saturday, American complaints about
said Ray Boucher, the -lead tainted products from
plaintiff's attorney. The China.
The American meat had
archdiocese,
America's
largest, and the plaintiffs contaminants including salwere set to release a state- monella, feed additives and
ment Sunday morning and veterinary drugs, according
hold a news conference to a list posted on the Web
site of China's General
Monday, he said.
An anonymous source · Administration of Quality
with knowledge of the deal Supervisidn, Inspection and
placed its value at $660 mil- Quarantine late Friday.
The U.S. and other counlion, by far the largest payout
in the church's sexual abuse tries have cracked down on
Chinese products since the
scandal.
The amount, which U.S. Food and Drug Adminwould average a little more istration found in April that
than $1.3 million per plain- North American dogs and
tiff, exceeded earlier reports cats were poisoned by taintthat the settlement would be . ed Chinese pet food ingredibetween $600 million and ents.
Since then, a growing
$650 million.
The settlements push the number of Chinese products
total amount paid out by the have been found to be taintU.S. church since 1950 to ed with potentially toxic
more than $2 billion, with chemicals and other adulterabout a quarter of that com- ants.
The Chinese agency said
ing from the Los Angeles
frozen poultry from Springarchdiocese.
The settlement is the dale, Ark.-based Tyson
largest ever by- a Roman Foods Inc., the world's
Catholic diocese since the largest meat processor, ~as
clergy sexual abuse scandal contaniinated with salmoerupted in Boston in 2002. nella.
Frozen chicken feet from
The largest payout so far has
been by the Diocese of · Laurel, Miss.-based SanderOrange, Calif., in 2004, for son Farms Inc. were tainted
with residue of an anti-para$100 million.
Facing a flood of abuse site drug, and frozen pork
claims, five dioceses - Tuc- ribs from Wichita, Kan.son, Ariz.; Spokane, Wash.; based Cargill Meat Solutions
Portland, Ore.; Davenport, Corp. contained the leanIowa, and San Diego - sought ness-enhancing feed additive ractopamine, the agency
bankruptcy protection.
The Los Angeles archdio- said.
Frozen pig ears from
cese, its insurers and various
Roman Catholic orders have Kansas City, Mo.-pase~ Van
paid more than $114 million Luin Foods USA, Inc. were
to settle 86 claims so far. The found to contain raclargest of those Game in topamine. Frozen chicken
December, when the arch- feet from Atlanta-based
diocese reached a $60 mil- Intervision Foods was taintlion isettle~ent with 45 peo- ed with salmonella, and
ple whose claims dated from . frozen pork from Atlanta's
before the mid-1950s and AJC International, Inc. was
after 1987 - periods when it tainted with ractopamine,
had little or no sexual abuse the agency said
Both stewed chicken feet
insurance.
and pig ears are popular
North Korea calls for end to U.S. dishes in China.

ing family, friends and presidents, attended a two-hour
funeral Saturday at :Riverbend
Centre overlooking the Hill
Country.
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sanctions,'hostile policies'

SEOUL, South Korea Admirers dutching wildflowers
North Korea is ready to start say goodbye to Lady Bird
disabling its nuclear proAUSTIN,
Texas
grams following .the shut- · · Clutching bunches of the
do.w n of its sole operating wildflowers she loved,
reactor, a North . Korean . admirers of Lady Bird Johndiplomat said Sunday, as son lined Austin streets and
long as the United States lifts Hill Country roads Sunday
all sanctions against the to say goodbye as a procescommunist nation.
sion carried her casket to
North Korea's Foreign her resting place at the LBJ
Ministry said . any future Ranch. The former first lady
progress in disarmament died Wednesday at 94 ofnatwould depend ~·on ·what ural causes.
practical measures the U.S.
The route of the procesand Japan, in particular, will sion started at the state capitake to roll back their hostile tol, then wound through the
policies toward" North Hill Country of central
Korea. The main US. envoy Texas to the ranch at
· on the North Korea nuclear Stonewall, about 70 miles
issue, Assistant Secretary of west of Austin.
State Christopher Hill, has
About 50 motorcycle
said he believes the North's policemen escorted the
nuclear facilities could be navy blue hearse, which had ·
completely disabled by the . a cluster of little orange
end of the year and that he wildflowers on top. Johnexpected a complete decla- son's daughters, Lynda Johnration of its atomic pro- son Robb and Luci Baines
grams within months.
Johnson, and their families
The oil that the North followed in two limousines
received Saturday via a and waved to the crowd
South Korean ship was an
Three days of cereinitial 6,200 tons of a total monies had started Friday
50,000 tons as a reward for with family prayer services
the reactor shutdown. and a public visitation at the
. Under a February agree- LBJ Library and Museum.
ment at the arms talks, About 1,800 people, includPyongyang will receive a
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Disciplinary action also discussed at negotiations

}

)
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increase was calculated using
the BOT's proposed number
for incentive awards, which
would be a $5,000 increase in
base pay for each of about 100
employees receiving the
award
"These are not the priorities," Gilkeson said, saying it
is more important to pay the
basic rate of . inflation to
employees with salary raises
than to give a large increase
of pay to someone who
might leave their job at UCF
because they lack adequate
money to support themselves.
After the BOT discussed
this counterproposal privately, they came back with an
answer, for now, anyway.
"Our initial reaction is it
took a great deal of thought in
dealing with reality we face,
and we appreciate it," said
Michael Mattimore, chief
negotiator and outside counsel for the Board of Trustees.
"We should have something
for you next time."
They then reiterated that
this is a tough budget year for
the university. The budget
cuts from Tallahassee are the
main reason for the tightened
purse strings. .
Another point the UFF
made clear was that if new
money comes into the univer-

)

)

sity in the near future, they
want to make sure it will go to
them and not be allocated
somewhere else. This additional money can come in
from just about anywher~.
Gilkeson said
The UFF and BOT also
discussed Article 16 of the
Collective Bargaining Agreement, which·deals with disciplinary action and job abandonment.
The first aspect of the article that came under discussion was the apparent vagueness of the phrase "legitimate
interests of the university" as
written in the BOT's revision
of part of the article. This section stated, ''.An employee's
activities that fall outside the
scope of employment shall
constitute misconduct only if
such activities adversely
affect the legitimate interests
of the University."
Gilkeson illustrated the
danger of this vague phrase by
using a scenario about free
speech conflicts resulting
from the questioning of individual actions by the university. ' .
.
Mattimore responded by
saying, "We're committed to
the academic freedom article." He also said there could
be a different way to word the
phrase.
The next part of the discussion concerning Article 16

was about types of discipline.
According to the article,
the types of disciplinary
action are "oral or written
reprimands; restitution for
the intentional damage or
destruction of University
property; suspension, with or
without pay; and termination."
The type of disciplinary
action that concerned the
UFF was oral reprimands.
"[In an] oral reprimand,
there would be no record
because it was oral," Gilkeson
said.
.
Their proposal to correct
this issue was to cut out the
oral reprimand altogether and
use only a written reprimand
as the first step of discipline.
"There's a gray area there, .
which makes me uncomfortable," Mattimore said
Sheryl Andrews, associate
general counsel for the BOT,
said, "It's one more requirement that we have to fulfill
that becomes ambiguous
when we have to do it."
Another point the UFF
argued was that the university
should not be allowed to take
any benefits or salary from
any em:Ployee during possible
disciplinary discussions and
before there is actually any
formal discipline applied to
that employee.
"It seems the university is
protecting itself by saying we

METAL MUSIC MAYHEM

haven't
disciplined
this
employee yet, while harming
the employee at the same
time," Gilkeson said. "Should
we be trying for language here
that is middle ground?"
He also pointed out the
UFF's revision of the section of
Article 16 that allows an
employee under disciplinary
action to have UFF or other
representation during questioning.
"I'm not telling you what
our investigatory position

LSAT

"We could definitely use
would be because we don't
know what our position is,'' some clarity in our articles,"
said Mattimore. "I think we Gilkeson said. "It'd be nice to
get a cleaner contract."
_
understand the issue."
Even with difficult discusThere was also an overall
consensus fi;om the eight peo- sion on several topics, both
ple in the room that the Col- sides seem to feel that they are
lective Bargaining Agreement making progress.
"That's great. We're pushcontains language that is
sometimes difficult to under- ing together," Gilkeson said.
stand.
The next bargaining session
"It's not user-friendly," both ' should have some answers as
Mattimore and Andrews said
well.
The UFF shared that opinUntil then, Andrews said,
'We have plenty to chew over."
ion.
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The Sounds of the Underground tour made metal heads out of UCF students Tuesday.The show featured Chimaira (above) and
GWAR. GWAR's "tribute to education" part of their show depicted the execution of Cho Seung-Hui, the Virginia Tech shooter.

Financial background a must
By selecting the candidates
with the strongest financial
with a master's degree in busi- backgrounds, the Board of
ness . administration. He is Governors and Ammons
currently the vice president, hope to bring some stability
chief financial officer and co- back to FAMU.
"We need strong people
leader of Victoria's Secret
PINK, a division of Limited on the [FAMU Board of
Brands Inc., in Columbus, Trustees] right now," said
Ohio. Dent also helped FAMU Gus Stavros, a nominating
secure a $750,000 donation committee member. "There
from the Ford Motor Co. in have been a number of problems at Florida A&M, but
1997.
"I'm a big advocate of col- it's a great university, and it
lege education and, where can be an even greater uniappropriate of course, for his- versity."
Since 2004, the university
torically black colleges," said Dent. "It's something that I'm has been wracked with probvery passionate about_ I've lems regarding faculty, payroll
dedicated a lot of what I do and financing.
When, in 2004, former
outside of work to helping
FAMU President Fred Gainyoung people."
Dent and White's terms ous was fired amid accountwill end in 2011, and Brown's ing and financial control
term ends in 2010. Term problems, the introduction of
length for FAMU Board of Castell Bryant as interim
Trustees members is six president of the university
years; the applicants will be was seen as a huge step in the
picking up where the former right direction.
In a · matter of months,
Board members left off. The
two applicants with the most Bryant fired a number of uniemployees
and
votes at the Board meeting versity
were picked for the longer worked to correct payroll
errors and missing checks.
terms.
"
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In 2007, however, the
FAMU task force was formed
by the Board of Governors in
order to look into spending
and payroll problems at
FAMU. It was revealed that"
the school had millions of dollars that were unaccounted
for and hundreds of employees had not been paid.
Bryant officicµly resigned
on May 11, and the resignation
went into effect on May 31.
Ammons took over the office
onJuly2.
Ammons and the Board
are confident that the three
new members will help
FAMU get to a better place in
the future.
"We are very pleased to
have these three individuals
on our Boaxd,'' said Sharon
Saunders, chief communications official at FAMU. "We
believe that they have the
knowledge and the experience to take the university to a
new level. Their strong
finance backgrounds are an
asset to the university, and we
look forward to working with
them and having them on the
Board"
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Possible loss of faculty a concern
FROM A1

the Board of Governors the
authority to set tuition," Pruitt
said in a statement on his Web
site. "It's the duty of the legislature. Mark my word; we are
going to fight to make sure the
American Dream of higher
education is affordable for all
students. My message to the
Board of Governors? We'll see
you in court."
The lawsuit does not name
the Governor as a defendant.
The Future incorrectly reported the plaintiffs and defendants in the lawsuit last week
due to an editing error.
Robin Gibson, the attorney
representing Graham, said
that he knew he would eventually have to settle the issue
in court.
"I knew that this lawsuit
would have to be filed,'' said
Gibson, who also helped write
the constitutional amendment
that created the BOG. ''I knew
it from the begi.nn4lg. It's just a
question of timing."
The lawsuit has several ties
to UCF. In addition to Frey,
whose Institute of Politics and
Government is housed at
UCF, the chair ofUCF's Faculty Senate, Manoj Chopra, is
also a plaintiff.
Chopra. who does not represent the interests of the

UCF Board of Trustees in the
lawsuit, said that after reading
the complaint he felt strongly
enough about the issue to join
the suit.
"This is not a lawsuit
against the legislature or
against anybody, more it's a
lawsuit for understanding
how the system is supposed to
work," Chopra said. 'We do
not want the state to lose the
top faculty members. because
of no raises or because ofpoor
resource support on campus."
In front of a crowded Live
Oak Ballroom, several legislators made passionate speeches trying to convince the governors not to join the lawsuit.
"I think you can see that
this Legislature has made a
commitment to you to try to
do better,'' said state representative David Mealor, R-Lake
Mary. "I don't know if it is in
the board's best long-term
interests to join this lawsuit."
For Chopra. the decision to
join the lawsuit wasn't easy
because of all the help legislators, like Mealor, have given to
UCF. .
"[Legislators] kept saying
'we want to work with you,'
and that's exactly what we
want to do in the state,"
Chopra said. "We want to
work with them. It seems like
we were just listening to them

tell us what the tuition would
be as opposed to working
with us."
The lawsuit followed Gov.
Charlie Crist's announcement
of a 4- to IO-percent cut in legislative appropriations.
Jewett said that while Crist's
approval ratings have been surprisinglyhigh.hoveringnear70
percent, the problems with
higher education could end up
putting a dent in that.
"It's one of the first times
he's sort of stubbed his toe a
little bit since he's been in
office," Jewett said. "Basically
every pitch that's come across
the plate, he's just smacked it
hard, politically speaking; he's
basically done no wrong."
Chopra said that, if budget
conditions don't improve,
Florida could see an exodus of
high-quality professors.
"From a faculty point of
view, having zero salary
increases for potentially the
next two, three years is going
to be a morale buster,'' Chopra
said. "It's going to hurt the
people that are already here
and it is probably, in my opinion, going to be a brain drain
of good faculty members.
"We niight lose the ones
who think they are not bemg
rewarded for their efforts.
And that is something that is
more dangerous, in my <?Pin-

ion, to the institution than being
tied up in courts."
For UCF, Chopra said, this is
especially true. With a new college of medicine and college of
nursing on the way, administrators will be looking to hire the
best and brightest faculty they
can get.
"How are we going to be
able to do that without a system
in place .where we have the
monetary funds available for
them?" Chopra asked. "That's
my stake in this whole issue."
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Florida Gov.
Charlie Crist is
surrounded by
reporters,
Monday, July 9, at
the Capitol in
Tallahassee,
asking questions
about tuition at
Florida's 11 public
universities.
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Gays will continue efforts
despite new Golden Rule
encouraged students, Osborn
said, and might promote stuMortellaro's proposal went
dent activity.
"They'd probably think it's
through a three-step process
a progressive university, and
before it was signed into
they'll probably be more
action. It first had to pass
an~
inclined toward activism,''
through the review commitOsborn said. "It definitely
tee, which comprises seven
makes me feel good."
students.
Sexual orientation has
Four students are selected
by the student body presibeen a topic of discussion in
the office of UCF President
dent, .and three others are
John Hitt as well.
selected by the vice president
"Hitt has expressed the
of Student Development and
- DEREK HARRIS
SGA DIRECTOR OF
fact that we do not tolerate
Enrollment Services. Once
STUDENT ADVOCACf
discrimination on the basis of
the coi;nmittee voted, the prosexual orientation,'' said Chad
posal was then sent to Patricia
Binette, assistant director of
MacKown, director of the Student Rights and Responsibili- resolution at Thursday's sec- UCF News and Information.
Binette said President Hitt
ties office, for review. She sent ond reading, did so because of
the proposal to the vice presi- a dispute with the word convened a group earlier this
dent of Student Development "demand" in the resolution.
year to examine the personnel
and Enrollment Services who
Austin Smith, Vice Chair- and employment regulations.
had the final say.
man of the Governmental One of the issues discussed
"I'm thrilled to see this Affairs Committee, stood was adding sexual orientation
happen here at UCF. It needs behind the microphone to those regulations.
In 2002, Hitt issued a
to happen," said Derek Harris, before senators expressing
SGA 'director of Student the need for the strong lan- memo that stated, "It is the
Advocacy. ''.Any steps that we guage of the resolution, which policy of the University of ·
can move in toward an all- states that "UCF policy Central Florida to treat all
inclusive environment, we're regarding protectiOJ! from people with dignity and
all for it."
discrimination is significantly respect, without regard to
Harris also works closely lacking, leaving out many race, creed, color, national oriwith the Gay, Lesbian and groups which have been his- gin, religion, sex, age, disability, marital status, sexual orienBisexual Student Union on torically marginalized."
campus. He said that even
'We want to be preventive, tation, veteran status', or
though the Golden Rule has before anything happens,'' political opinions and affiliabeen chang~d, the union will Smith said. SGA has made tions."
UCF has a contract with
cqntinue its effort to raise changes to their finance codes
awareness.
.to make sure that organiza- the employment union Unit"Regardless of whether or tions who discriminate ed Faculty of Florida, which
not this is written policy," because ·o f sexual orientation represeµts more than 1,000
Harris said, "we're out there. cannot receive Activity and faculty members. The conWe're trying to liberate mem- Service Fee money. He'd like tract c,:ontains an anti-discrimagreement that
bers of our community to go to see the same strict policies ination
out there and feel safe regard- in school administration, but, includes color and sexual oriless of whatever social pres- he said, "The issue is that all entation. It does not include
sures are on them. That's the senate resolutions are just a gender identity.
In 200:3 the UCF Faculty
purpose of GLBSU. We're suggestion."
going to continue to do that
From behind the podium, Senate passed a resolution
regardless of whatever poli- Smith emphasized the need to asking for' an "expansion of
cies are es.t ablished here at demand amendments to uni- UCF's anti-discrimination
UCF."
versity
policy.
Senator policy to include sexual oriOn the heels of the review Heather Kuhla ,spoke out in entation, consistent with
committee's decision, SGA agreement. "This is like one of State and Federal laws,'' but it
voiced its position on the dis- . the most noble things that we was not approved by the
crimination policies
to could do ... protecting their provost.
administration by means of a individual rights pretty much
Other Florida Universities
senate resolution.
takes the cake for me,'' she such as University of Florida.
University of South Florida
After more than 20 min- said
utes of discussion, the SGA
Jessica Osborn, director of and Florida State University
senate passed a resolution Students Advocating For include sexual orientation in
Thursday demanding that Equality, said a new policy their non-discrimination and
sexual orientation, gender would make gay, lesbian, equal opportunity policies.
identity and color be included . bisexual and transgender stu- "Most other schools in Floriin UCF's non-discrimination dents feel better about their da have this already,'' Osborn
policy. Rafael Padron, the only environment. The new Gold- said. "Why do we have to
senator to vote against the -<1 en Rule policy has already push s~ hard for this?"
FROM
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"A~y steps that

we can move ·1n

toward an
inclusive\
environment,
we're all for it."
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exemption forms to fill these
positions," said Chad Binette,
assistant director of UCF
News and Information.
"When the time comes that
the counseling center and the
P.D. feel that they are ready to
hire on additional faculty, they
will submit those forms to the
dean or director of their
department."
At that point t4e dean or
director will send the exempRAYMA JENKINS I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
tion request to the vice presiof the Trustee Nominating Committee sit around a table in the Live Oak Ballroom on Tuesday discussing the nomination of three
dent responsible for person- Members
members to Florida A&M University's Board of Trustees. The full BOG met later that day and decided to freeze enrollment and raise tuition.
nel action within the
department. If all approve, the
last step is to seek the
approval of the UCF provost ·
or executive vice president.
President Hitt also told
UCF departments to prepare
for a budget cut of a minllnum
of4 percent. He has left it to the
discretion ofthe division heads
where to cut the money but
strongly encourages that they
"eliminate unnecessary travel
and :monitor discretionary
expenditures, and, in order to
help with the overall university
budget, to be very mindful of
energy consumption."
Editor-in-Chief Abe Aboraya contributed to this article.

enrolled into universities
without the subsequent funds
becomes effective immediate- from the state are considered
ly, will apply to all faculty and unfunded students. There are
staff positions at all UCF cam- currently more than 5,600
puses and centers," Hitt wrote unfunded students in Florida's
in a memo. "Positions funded 11 public universities. Unfundfrom non-state sources, such ed students will not be acceptas auxiliaries or contracts and ed in the semesters ahead.
grants, are exempt so long as
"There is just no ·getting
the positions continue to be around that our university
funded
from
non-state system is not well funded,"
sources."
said Aubrey Jewett, the assisBill Edmonds, director of tant chair of the political scicommunications for the ence department. "I think
Board of Governors, said the [Crist] kind of came to recogproblem is simple: Universi- nize that when he did approve
ties aren't getting the funding the differential tuition.
they need.
"It wcis just someho~ iron"[Student] tuition only ic that he approved the differcovers a fourth of undergrad- ential tuition ... yet vetoed the
uate education, the other relatively small 5 percent."
three-fourths is paid by the
The Board of Governors
state," Edmonds said. "Since also called for a statewide uniwe will not be receiving that versity hiring freeze, effective
money for a couple of years, immediately; however, the
we will be unable to hire the Security Task Force, which was
faculty needed or offer the put in place after the trageµy at
courses we need for students Virginia Tech and the wildfires
to graduate on time. What this that swept through Florida,
means is we're not going to be calls for additional counselors
adding larger amounts of and additional officers at the
l
freshmen every year, as we police department.
have done."
"If they so wish, each
The students who are department can submit

Effect of Growth Freezes on Total
S~stem Enrollment (1000s)
•

2007

2008

2009

302

310

318

325

299

303

307

299

Freeze all new admissions
Reduce admissions 1 % per
year, increase retention rate
10/operyear

Meet all growth in demand
(no·freeze)
Freshman growth freeze
only
Freeze new student growth
at all levels except AA
transfers

2o10 2011

2012

2013

2014

331

337

341

344

311

315

318

320

32.1

302

305 . 308

310

312

314

315

298

300

301

301

301

301

301

301

298

300

301

301

301

301

301

301

.>

Effect of Freezing Fi;eshman
Enrollment Growth
2000

2005

2006.

2007

2008

2010

2012

2014

Growth at same

rate as Bright
Futu:tes I HS
graduates

31,100 38,500 38,300 40,900 42,500 44,300 44,500 44,600
.

No growth in .
freshman class
Difference

'

I
31,100 38,500 38,300 38,300 38~00 38,300 38,300 38,300

0

0

0

2,600

4,200

6,000

6,200

6,400
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Security Task Force might still be able to hire staff
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Golf coach staying for four more years
BRIAN MURPHY
StaffWriter

UCF Men's Golf coach Nick
Clinard was awarded for his
team's recent success with a
four-year contract extension
that will keep him at the school
through the 2010-11 season,
UCF Director of Athletics
Keith Tribble announced July
9.

During his first six years at
UCF, Clinard guided_ the

ENGLAND'S DAVID BECKHAM
JOINS L.A. GALAXY

CARSON, Cali(- David Beckham was
official~ introduced at his new home
stadium Friday, with the Los Angeles
Galaxy showing offtheir $32 million
man amid cannon-fired confetti and a
rock soundtrack. His first game is
expected to be Saturday against
England's Chelsea FC.

Knights to three NCAA
Regional appearances. In 2006,
UCF ended the season second
in the Conference USA regular
season and were 39th in the
golfstat.com national rankings.
"The support Keith Tribble
and the entire athletics administration continues to give our
program is greatly appreciated," Clinard said "It is an exciting time to be a Knight, with
the new athletics village, the
increase in academic stature as

a university, and the new golf
practice facility."
In 2003 and 2004, Clinard
led the Knights to NCAA
Regional appearances. Following UCF's 2004 Atlantic Sun
Championship title, he was
named the league's coach of
the year. ·
Under Clinard's guidance,
several UCF players have garnered individual accolades. In
2004, Barry Roof was named
the A-Sun Golfer of the Year. In

2006, Sonny Nimkhum was
named to the All-C-USA First
Team and Kyle Davis and Greg
Forest' both earned all-freshman team recognition. After
the 2007 Conference USA
Championship, Nuno Henriques was selected to the AllC-USA Freshman Team.
Clinard's players have
shined in the classroom as welL
Three of his players have
earned Golf Coaches Association of America All-America

2007 TICKETS

SOONERS APPEAL RULING
THAT ERASES WINS IN 2005
OKLAHOMA CITY - The University of
· Oklahoma plans to appeal the NCAA's
ruling thatthe school was guilty of a
"failure to monitor"the employment of
players and must erase eight football
victories from the 2005 se(!son.The
NCAA also ruled the Sooners must cut
·two scholarships forthe 2008-09 and
2009-1 oschool years in the case
involving two players kicked offthe
team last August for being paid for
work they didn't perform at a Norman
car dealership.Oklahoma also will have
two years of probation added to an
earlier penalty, extending .the Sooners'
probation to May 23,2010.

BASEBALL

SAMPRAS JOINS TENNIS ELITE
IN THE TENNIS HALL OF FAME
NEWPORT, R.1- Former tennis star
Pete Sampras made headlines again
when he was inducted into the 2007 ·
International Tennis Hall of Fame
Saturday. Sampras' playing career was
highlighted by 14 grand slam titles,
induding seven Wimbledons, five US.
Opens and two Australian Opens.
- ASSOOATED PRESS

Knights' 2007

schedule will
be a challenge
Sports Editor

UCFAA, SGA announce student ticket
plans for upcoming football season
MELISSA HEVBOER
Sports Editor

In exactly 62 days, the UCF Football team will
welcome thousands of students, fans and the 2005
National Champion Texas Longhorns to experience
the first home game at the newly constructed Bright
House Net:Works Stadium on Sept.15.
UCF Students will have a chance to experience
that, after plans for the 2007 student ticketing were
announced by UCF Athletics Association and the
Student Government Association officials Thursday.
''We wanted to make a strong commitment to our student base and
ensure that Bright House
Networks Stadium will
gene.rate the excitement and enthusiasm accustomed to
the nation's best programs;' UCF Director
of Athletics Keith nibble said. "Our goal is to
have capadty in our student section each of the six
home games. I am confident
with the student leadership on
campus, through Brandie
Hollinger and her staff: that this
year will be one for the ages:'
UCF students will be given two
options for the upcoming home
games that feature a student season
ticket package, or a game-by-game ticket lottery.
"Student Government is so excited
about the student football ticket
program that will be implemented," SGA President
Brandi Hollinger said.
"This is our first on-campus football experience,
and I hope that every

· student is as excited and spirited as we are to see the
Knights come home. We have been working with
athletics-over the past two years to create a student
seating system that was fair for all students.
''With 12,000 seats, UCF has the third highest
student-seating ratio in the country. That is something every UCF Knight should be proud of:"
The first option will give students the opportunity to have a guaranteed seat at all six home games
this season by purchasing a $72 season-ticket package. Sales for these tickets' have already been underway and there are a limited number available.
Ifticket requests exceed the allotted
number, academic classification will be
used to fill the orders.
For those students who wish not to
order season tickets, however, there is
a second option. A student ticket lottery will be made available for each
home game. The sign-up for the lottery will begin a week prior to every
game, and only a select number of
tickets will be available.
''With the entire lottery process
being online, this makes getting
access to the game much easier,
especially for those regional campus students that in years past,
would have te> drive to campus and
wait in lines to get their tickets,"
Hollinger said. "Having a paperless system will also eliminate
unfair scalping of tickets."
Bpth options will be based
on general admission seating.
There will be no desig- ·
nated seats for each
student and admission to each game
will be granted by a
valid UCF ID.
With a , 45,000seat · capacity, the
Knights
have
already set record
num,bers in season
· ticket sales. Of the
25,000 they had set
as a goal, 20,000
'\

PLEASE SEE

TICKET ON A9

PHOTO ILLUSTRATION BY BEN HENDERSON I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Rowing coach at UCF through '11
MELISSA HEVBOER

gram."
This past year, Crain helped lead

Sports Editor

TENNIS

CLINARD ON A9

MELISSA HEVBOER

ICHIRO MAKES HISTORY,
NAMED ALL-STAR MVP
SAN FRANCISCO - Instead of a Barry
Bonds splash shot,the defining hit at
the All-Star game was lchiro Suzuki's
inside-the-park home run, the first in
the game's history.Suzuki, who was
named the game's MVP, lined a goahead,two-run drive off the right-field
wall in the fifth inning, Carl Crawford
and Victor Martinez later hit
conventional home runs,and the
American league held on for a 5-4
victory over the National league.The
win was the 10th straight victory for
the A,merican league, exduding the tie
in2002.

PLEASE SEE

Women's soccer schedule
features·top-ranked teams

US. U20 TEAM OUSTED FROM
WORLD CUP BY AUSTRIA
TORONTO - The United States was
eliminated from the FIFA Under-20
World Cup with a 2-1 loss to Austria in
extra time in the quarterfinal round
Saturday.Erwin Hoffer scored the goahead goal in the 1OSth minute, two
minutes after he entered the match.
Jozy Altidore of the New York Red Bulls
of Major League Soccer put the United
States ahead in the 15th minute with
his fourth goal ofthe tournament,
scoring on a glancing downward
header on an Anthony Wallace assist.
Rubin Okotie tied the score for the
Austrians in the 43rd minute, beating a
defender to getthe rebound of
Sebastian Proedl's shot and putting the
ball past goalkeeper Chris Seitz.'We are
bitterly disappointed, but at the end of
the day there are more positive stories
to me for this team than negative
ones,"U.S.coach Thomas Rongen said.

Scholar honors. N'me Knights
were named to the C-USA
Commissioner's Honor Roll
after last season for having a3.0
GPA'or higher. The team combined for a 3.17 GP.A, the second-highest among all of
UCF's programs.
"Coach Clinard has been
exceptional in developing our
men's golf program mt0 one
with national caliber," nibble

After helping her team reach
national prominence this past season, UCF Women's Rowing head
coach Leeanne Crain was given a
contract extension that will last
through the 2011 season.
"I am very proud of the accomplishments of this team, but I am
also excited about the future," Crain
said in a release. "I am grateful to Mr.
'lli.bble and the UCF administration
for giving me the opportunity to
continue as head coach and for their
support of wo:i;nen's rowing pro-

her Knights to a spot in the NCAA
Championships after being ranked
as high as ninth in the nation during
the spring season. Their 2006-2007
season was the most successful in
the squad's 12-year history.
''The leadership qualities coach
Crain displayed most recently as
this past 2007 spring season was
among the best UCF has ever seen
in any sport," Tribble said. "Under
coach Crain, the varsity women's
rowing program has risen to new
heights and cemented itself among
the nation's elite. With her coaching
JT

and recruiting successes, our V!1fSity
women's eight competed for the
NCAA national championship in
2007 and that stands among the
largest accomplishments by UCF in
recent years."
The Knights earned the4" first
national ranking back in 2004-2005
in the NCAA South Region poll and
followed that up with a ranking in
the US Rowing/CRCA NCAA Division Varsity Eight Coaches polL
More importantly, Crain has
always been a strong advocate for
success in the classroom as welL
PLEASE SEE
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CRAIN ON A9

The UCF Women's Soccer team will feature
six NCAA Tournament teams in its upcoming
2007 schedule, which was released Thursday.
After finishing last season with an 11-6:-2
record, the Knights will face off against Penn
State, University of Nevada Las Vegas, Florida
State, SMU, Colorado College and UAB.
Last season, the Knights defeated three of
those six NCAA Tournament teams with wins
over UNLV (3-2), UAB (2--0) and SMU (2-1).
UCF's schedule will also feature 10 home
games, to be played at the UCF Soccer Complex,
and three games against never before faced
teams (Penn State, UC-Davis, Mississippi State).
To help prepare them for the upcoming season, the Knights will get underway with two
home exhibition games, where the Knights will
square off against Northern Illinois on Aug. 23
and in-state rival South Florida on Aug. 25.
UCF will head to Tennessee the following
weekend where they will take part in the Tennessee Lady Vol Classic from Aug. 31-Sept. 2. The
Knights are set to play Minnesota and Penn State.
The Knights will kick off their home matchups Sept. 7-9, when they host the 2007 UCF lnviPLEASE SEE

UCF ON A9

•
REBECCA BARNETT I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The UCF Women's Soccer team will face six NCAA Tournament
teams this season as part of their upcoming 18 game sch4!dule.

Women's soccer
coach's contract
extetided to 2010

•

•

MELISSA HEYBOER
Sports Editor

After already spending eight full seasons as
the UCF Women's Soccer head coach, Amanda
Cromwell was asked to stick around for four
more, after UCF Director of Athletics Keith
Tribble announced a three-year contract extension for the coach.
The contract will allow
AMANDA
Cromwell
to
coach
through the 2010 season.
CROMWELL
"Coa~h
Cromwell's
women's soccer program
over the past decade has
been the model that many
of our team's aspire to be,"
Tribble said in a press
release. "She and her
coaching staff have guided
UCF women's soccer to
Last year:
quickly become one of the
The Knights finished
most formidable programs
11-6-2,going 7-1-1
within Conference USA as
in Conference USA.
well as in the rP<>ion. UCF
They fell in the first
-.,,round of the C-USA
women's soccer ·has
Championships to
advanced to five NCAA
UAB.
Tournaments in the last
eight years, and we are
confident she will guide the program to continued success."
The extension comes after a 2006 season that ·
saw the Knights finish with a 11-6-2 overall
record, including a second-place finish in the
Conference USA standings with 7-1-1 record
Entering her ninth season, Cromwell h~
pos~ed an overall ll2-53-6 record with six
'
straight double-digit win seasons
· ''I would like to thank Presid~nt Dr. John C.
PLEASESEE

CROMWELL ON A9
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Orlando signs Lewis, resigns Howard
WOODY WOMMACK
Staff Writer

)

J

lr

>

The
Orlando
Magic
acquired forward Rashard
Lewis from the Seattle Supersonics in a sign-and-trade
deal in exchaD.ge for a future
second round · pick on
Wednesday, and on Thursday
announced a new deal for
franchise cornerstone Dwight
Howard.
Terms weren't disclosed
for either deal, but it is
believed that Howard's deal is
for five years and in the neighborhood of $85 million. Lewis'
deal is also reportedly worth
as much as $126 million over

UCFtohost
lOgamesat
UCFSoccer
Complex_
FROM

A8

tational, where they will face
UNLV and UC-Davis.
After two away games against
Mississippi State and Mississippi. UCF will head back home for
a five-game home stand beginning Sept.19 against Miami
During that stretch, the
Knights begin their Conference
USA schedule with an Oct. 5
meeting with Marshall
Last season, the. Knights
defeated Marshall 4-0 in their
only meeting of the season.
UCFs remaining eight games
will be conference games and the
• Knights will end their season at
home against Southern Miss
Noy. 2.
Last season, the Knights fin, ished seeond in Conference USA
with a 7-1-1 record, their only loss
a 2-1 defeat by Memphis.
The Knights played four
games last season into double
overtime, including a 2-1 win
over nationally ranked SMU.
The Knights will finish their
2007 campaign at the Conference USA Championships hosted by UTEP on Nov. 7-lL
·
The Knights were ousted in
the first round of the tournament
last year with a 2-1 double-overtime loss to UAB.

Crain will
begin her 9th
season as
head coach
FROM

A8

Since JOllllllg
the Knights, 18
of Crain's rowers have been
named CRCA
National Scholar-Athletes.
This year,
Crain
the UCF squad
posted
the
highest grade point average
among any team at UCF with a
combined average of333.
"In the classroom, her rowers
have been the benclunark for
student-athlete academic successes," Tribble said in a release,
"and that should be commended
as equally to their achievements
on the water." Besides national success,
UCF has more to look forward
to, as plans for the construction
of a new boathouse and practice
facility have begun. This past
year, a new dock was built at the
Lake Pickett training center.

six years.
ferent combinations and and is only the fourth player in
Magic General Manager . adapt to almost any situation Magic history to earn AllOtis Smith said he feels good that comes up in game," Van NBA honors. For his career
Howard is averaging ·15.1
about the signings, and called Gundy said
Howard the "centerpiece" of
But as the Magic wel- points, 11.6 rebounds, 1.65
the Magic franchise.
comed in Lewis, and secured blocks and 1.5 assists. The
"Having him in the middle Howard for the long haul, the Magic acquired Howard with
and putting Rashard on the team also bid farewell to the first pick of the 2004 NBA
wing, and you still have Grant Hill and Darko Milicic, draft.
[Hedo] Turkoglu and Jameer who signed free agent deals
Lewis is a nine-year NBA
[Nelson]. Those things are a with Phoenix and Memphis, · veteran who was originally
good formula to win basket- respectively.
selected by Seattle in the secball games," Smith said
"They are good players," ond round of the 1998 NBA
New Magic coach Stan Van Howard said. "I wish they draft. For his career he's averGundy was also excited about were still with the team, but I aged 16.6 points, 5.8 rebounds,
the signings
think Otis is doing a great job 1.7 assists and 1.15 steals. Lewis
''When you have a guy like as general manager to make us had the best season of his
Rashard and Dwight, who can better."
NBA career in 2006-07, averplay multiple positions, it
Howard was named to the aging a career-high 22.4 points
allows you to play a lot of dif- 2006-07 All-NBA Third Team per game.

Clinard says team
needs putting work
FROM

A8

said in a press release.
"Under his leadership, the
men's golfteam has continually competed for conference championships and
participated in NCAA
regional tournaments, while
his student-athletes have
displayed above-average
results in the classroom.
This .extension is further testament to UCF's commitment to fielding a men's golf
program worthy of national
prominence."
The 2007-08 season
should be an exciting one
for the Knights, who are
returning all but one player
from last season's squad.
The Knights will -look to
improve on their sixth place ·
finish in the C-USA Cham- .
pionship.
"I always have high
expectations for my team,"
Clinard said. "I expect to
compete for championships
year in and out and qualify .
for NCAA Regionals each
and every year. This coming
fall we should be as strong as
we have been in six years
with our returning studentathletes maturing and our
incoming players' highly
accomplished talents.
"... We were disappointed with our showing at the
C-USA event last spring
(2007). we· must improve ..

oilr short
games in
order
to
win
the
league. .... I
have
recruited
Clinard
some great
ball strikers,
but
they must continue to learn
that the game is played from
150 yards and in. Putting will
be our key to success this
year and we are looking forward to competing at a
national level"
Clinard said that improving the team's short game
was the main reason why he
pushed for the school to
build a new golf practice
facility.
He said that in the past,
the team has been limited in
its facilities, but that it is not
time to "step it up a notch."
Clinard oversaw the construction of the practice
facility, which is located just
off campus.
Clinard was also instrumental in the creation of the
Isleworth-UCF Collegiate
Jnyitational, which has been
played·. at the Isleworth
Country Club- in Orlando
each fall since 2004.
The event is one of the
top invitational tournaments in the country and
annually features many of
the top squads in the nation.

Cromwell excited for
future ofUCF soccer
FROM

A8

Hitt and Keith Tribble for
their continued support of
the women's soccer program," Cromwell said in a
release. "Their vision for athletic excellence, as evidenced by the tremendous
growth during my eight
years as head coach. makes
me excited about the future
of our soccer program.
"The success our teams
have experienced, on and off
the field, is proofthat UCF is
a place the elite student-athlete seeks out.
"I'm proud of otir ·past
accomplishments, and with
a great coaching staff and a
talented group of young
women, I look forward to
even greater success in the
years to come."
.
Prior to joining the
Knights in 1999, Cromwell
was a two-time All-American at the University of Virginia as well as U.S team

member and a member of
the Women's United Soccer
Association.
Cromwell brought her
wealth of soccer experience
to UCF where she has since
helped th~ Knights to
accomplish many feats.
In 2002, the Knights
broke the record for school
victories in a season after
finishing with an 18-5-0
record
The Knights followed
that up with an at-large bid in
the NCAA Tournament in
2004, becoming the first
Atlantic Sun team to do so.
In their first season as
members of the Conference
USA, Cromwell and the
Knights shared honors with
SMU for the regular season
title.
Cromwell and the UCF
Women's Soccer team begin
their 2007 campaign at the
UCF Soccer Complex,
where they square off
against Northern Illinois on
Aug. 23 in an exhibitioIL

..

Ticket sales have reached record numbers
FROM

A8

have already been sold
'We are extremely close to
our established goal for season
tickets sold," Tribble said 'We
have noticed a large increase
in awareness for the upcoming
season. In season ticket sales,
we've seen tremendous
growth in both new accounts
and current account holders
wanting to expand or upgrade
t.lieir season ticket levels. Our
marketing and sales teams
have done an outstanding job
delivering
our
message
throughout Central Florida."
The Knights have sold
almost double the tickets they
had sold at this point last season, which was 11,000 ticket

packages. In 2005, that number
was fewer than 10,000.
Approximately 4,500 season tickets are still available.
"The urgency to secure
season tickets started well
before the first shovel broke
ground a year ago," 'fribble
said in a release, "and we want
all of our fans who are either
on the fence or who are waiting until the last possible
moment to not hesitate any
longer and call us quickly. Our
sales staff can answer any
questions."
The stadium's 24 luxury
suites and 822 club seats were
the first to go, back in early
2006, and the numbers for the
remaining general admission
seats are quickly disappearing.

"The pace of our season
tickets sales in just about all
categories so far is providing
us a genuine opportunity to
reach sellout status for all six
home games," Tribble said.
"Our student-athletes deserve
the chance to have the most
formidable home-field advantage in all of Conference USA
To reach this goal will speak
volumes about the growth and
outlook for the UCF football
program in addition to shedding light on just how powerful our fan base can be."
Tickets for the upcoming
2007 season can be purchased
by calling the UCF ticket sales
line at 407-UCF-1000 or by visiting the Wayne Densch Center on the UCF maih campus.
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Active Release Techniques@

The
*Repetitive Strain
*Sports Injuries
*Cumulative Trauma Disorders
ART is successful for professional and amateur athletes,
people injured in auto accidents or at work,
and people who Just work hard and hurt.
Symptoms vary from aches and pains, to burning
muscles, to numbness and tingling.

407-249-3300
for""""
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Active Release Techniques (A.R. T.J provided at:
Anders University Chiropractic
By: Marc C. Anders, D.C.
12251 University Blvd. Orlando, Florida 32817
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Athletic injury?

. .

~ummer. Special

Neck pain?
' Back Pain?

sore muscles from
10% OFF massages . training?
Good thru 8/01/07
\

Must bring this
ad to receive
discount.

c/(eerl .tom.e pampelf:.ln.9'
Visit one of our skilled therapists@
Jlnlers Vniversity Cliiropractic
l Wellness Ce.nter

12251 UniversilV Blvd.
Gift Certilicates Available ·

Ph: 401-249-3300

comer 01 UnlVersltV BIVll. &Aiatava Trall
www.centralfloridachiropractic.com

Home of the $501-hour (UCF) student massage!!
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BIG SCREEN
Local quartet to rock Warped Tour
the boys are on tour to promote
their new release and will
return for the Vans Warped
Tour on Sunday to light up the
Ernie Ball stage for a show that
is sure to build upon an already
substantial fan base.
Send questions, comments
and album suggestions to:
AmandaKShapiro@gmaiLcom

AMANDA K. SHAPIRO
Staff Writer

CAPTIVITY (R)
Afashion model and achauffeur are
kidnapped and held hostage in asmall
room by a serial killer. While the madman
methodically terrorizes them, the victims
draw strength from each other and fall in
love.
Directed by: Roland Joffe
Starring: Elisha Cuthbert, Daniel Gillies Pruitt
Taylor Vince, Laz Alonso, Michael Hamey

.i

FOCUS FEATURES

TALK TO ME(R)
;

,

Talk to Me is the powerful real-life story of
Ralph Waldo "Petey" Green (Don Cheadle),
an outspoken ex-con who talked his way
into becoming an iconic radio personality in
the 1%0s, in Washington, D.C. Sparked by
both the era's vibrant soul music and
exploding social consciousness, Petey
openly courted controversy at awhiteowned station. Relying on his producer
• Dewey Hughes (Ejiofor) to run interference,
Petey's unprecedented "tell it like it is" onair style gave voice and spirit to the black
community during an exciting and
turbulent period in American history.
Directed by: Kasi Lemmons
Starring: Don Cheadle, Chiwetel Ejiofor, Taraji
P. Henson, Mike Epps, Vondie Curtis Hall, Cedric
the Entertainer, Martin Sheen

CJTHETUBE
i1~[a]~i•fijlUfJA\i.;Jlt.z,:t~~'I>
9 p.m. NBC Age ofLove •
Mark shares his favorite things with .his
dates - surfing, movies and motorcycles.
The girls may also share their favorite
things with Mark, being young and/or
being old.

,

•mWttltOLIP11,;1:t liill

- 9:30 p.m. NBC The Singing Bee
Contestants must correctly supply missing
lyrics to popular songs to win cash. Joey
Fatone hosts.this show, which has some
rough spots, but isn't that bad for a
summer show.

GN~i;M&llfJW:*

• 9.:30 p.m. FOX Don'tForget the Lyrics
~ Karaoke singers must remember missing
; song-lyrics to win cash. I haven't seen this
• show yet. It's waiting for me on my DVR,
~ but I have afeeling I'll like the Wayne
' Brady version better than the Joey Fatone
· version.

·, •IUU:tWNlluLIWU1!~'111'
9 p.m. NBC The Office
't

: Acting on bad advice from his friend Todd
Packer, Michael brings two "adult''
performers into the office - astripper
~ and Ben Franklin - in honor of Phyllis'
, wedding shower. Meanwhile, Karen
; confronts Pam about her past with Jim.

'. iim•!llilt1Miill'lllVl8

~

;
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•
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9p.m.CBSJericho
Jake, Stanley and Mimi leave town to go
hunting for food. They encounter atruck
that pushes them off the road and steals
their supplies. Jake is pinned under atruck,
and Stanley's ankle is injured, so Mimi has
to go for help. Johnston and Gail find her
, and go to rescue Jake and Stanley. Back in
town, Roger and Emily try to get to know
each other again.

.

• ··•:J!!ll 5"'i111
m!IP.1,ll'lm"'111111
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,
' 8p.m.VH1 TheWorldSeriesofPop(u/ture
Teams compete for the ultimate popculture prize, $2SO,OOO. Every person I
know thinks they should be on this show,
but they had try"outs here in Orlando so I
don't want to hear it.

7p.m. FOX The Simpsons
Prepare for The Simpsons movie with a
• two-hour, mini marathon.
- COMPILED BY WOODY WOMMACK
~

•

BILLBOARD.
TOP 8 ALBUMS:
Artist I fltle I Label
1. T.I./ T.I. Vs T.l.P. I Grand
Hustle/Atlantic

.,

2. Miley ~rus I Hannah
Montana (Soundtrack) I
Walt Disney/Hollywood
3. KeltClarkson I My
Decem r/RCA
4. Bon Jovi I Lost Highway I
Mercury/Island

S. Velvet Revolver I libertad I
RCA
6. Kell~Rowland I Ms. Kelly I
Music orld/Columbia

,.,

7. Brad Paisle~ 15th Gear I
Arista Nashvi le
8. Am~ Winehouse I Back To
Black Universal Republic

Have you ever wondered
how larger-than-life rock
bands are ~reated? The
process starts nearly the same
for everyone:
Find the talent, form the
band, write the music, play
the show.
But somewhere in that
basic breakdown of what it
takes to kick start a musical
revolution, there has to be an
incredible amount of skill and
drive. Ifyou're looking to ride
the wave of the next big thing
in rock music, consider this
the memo.
For Central Florida rock
quartet There For Tomorrow,
their music speaks for itself.
With the release of their
debut EP Pages, the band has
left incredible impressions on
audiences who hear them and
see their live performances.
Technically, Pages is the second release from the band,
following 2004's Point of Ori-

gin.

.

With Point ofOrigin, There
For Tomorrow introduced
themselves to the scene as a
band on the verge of stardom.
With Pages, they collaborate
with the renowned record
production of James Paul
Wisner
(36
Crazyfists,
Paramore) to deliver five
melodically driven rock hits
straight to your speakers. The
release is only the beginning
for the Orlando natives, who
rocked the Florida Music Festival in May.
The buzz surrounding th~
band doesn't stem from the
creation of something that's
never been done before in
music. The shock and awe

Hookas, Pyrex, Handpipes, Papers, Blunts, SaMa, Body Cleaners, Jewelry, Incense,
Can Safes, Shisila, Fine Tobaccos, Herbal Smoke

Amazon Village Mall
11100 E. ColonialDr. #127 • Orlando, FL32817 • 407-273-5020
18+ • ID Required

Album: Pages

****•

Produced by James Paul Wisner
Available Now
comes from how well they
perform and deliver, setting a
new standard for bands looking to break into the music
industry. Lead vocalist Maika
Maile delivers clear, heart-'
pounding lyrics that fuse with
the energetic guitar and percussion support to deliver the
powerful pop-rock experience that defines the band's
greatness.
Live, the band is notorious
for their massive sound Their
music can drive straight
through a crowd of thousands
to the guy all the way in the
back and still leave his ears
ringing.
In terms of top album
picks, pinpointing one song in
particular seems to do the .
boys injustice. Story of the
Year and Saosin fans will
appreciate the songs on Pages.
Once you grab this EP, you'll
find each song to be as equally impressive as the one
before it.
No strangers to fame, the
band has opened for artists
like AFI, Buckcherry and Taking Back Sunday. Currently,

All tickled Pink for
Victoria's Secret line
JAMIE SALMASIAN
StaffWriter

Our campus is full of students who have been tickled
pink, by Victoria's Secret
Pink clothing line, of course.
Girls all over campus can
be seen sporting sweat pants,
tank tops and even bags with
the word "PINK" on them.
The funny thing is, some of
the items that say "PINK" are
not even that color, but they
are fun and summery.
Seeing that it is July, and
Orlando can be brutally hot
at this time of year, a lot of
girls would not think about
wearing sweat pants, but
. Juliana Ospina is an exception."
·
Ospina, an 18-year-old
freshman biology major
bought her Victoria's Secret
JAMIE SALMASIAN I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
Pink sweats for about $20 Top: Freshman Juliana Ospina sports Pink
because they are comfortable sweats. Above: The perfect beach tote.
· and cute. Her favorite items
from the clothing line are the
After waiting in line to get
sweat pants and the bras.
the ba~, stu9.ents also had the
"It's trendy, affordable and · chance to take a photo in
comfortable,'' Ospina said- front of a wave and enter to
about the Pink line.
win tickets to see . Snow ·
Ospina's sweat pants are Patrol at Hard Rock Live.
her favorite color, pink.
There was also a makeshift
Victoria's Secret super- Victoria's Secret Pink store
model Gisele Bundchen is so students could purchase
rumored to have quit model- items right on campus.
ing for Victoria's Secret this
·" The clothes are very
past May because they comfortable, and they look
would not raise her $5 mil- good on any body type while
lion salary. rll go model some being inexpensive," Borello
said .
sweat pants for that much The Victoria's Secret Pink
ha!
The Pink line has really line · has been around for
widened Victoria's Secret three years this month and is
. boundaries because instead geared at college undergrads,
of just selling bras, panties which is why the promotion
and makeup, this line offers was held on campus. Accordaccessories like hats, fra- ing to a CNN report, Victo. ria's Secret is marketing the
grances and even bedding.
"They sell tank tops, san- new lower-priced collection
dals, bags, pajama tops and as "'fresh, fun and free-spiritbottoms, and long-sleeve ed,' catering to a younger 18shirts when it's colder in to-22-year-old clientele."
addition to the sweat pants,''
The article also stated that
senior athletic training major "If you think about it, VictoMeaghan Borello, 21, said
ria's Secret finally recognized
Borello helped with the that if it already has captured
Victoria's Secret Pink pro- the loyalty of the teen marmotion on campus during ket, then it needed to figure
this past February. The Pink out how to maintain that loyline toured campuses on the alty once this demographic
east coast of America and had moved out of home to
ended the tour in Miami with college. Pink is the right
a big show.
idea"
At this promotion, girls
So this summer when you
received bags with Victoria's are planning your trip to the
Secret Pink items inside: a beach, Victoria's Secret
pink stuffed-animal dog, a might have everything you
pink dog tag, a keychain, a need to accessorize ... just
sample of the Pink fragrance don't forget the sunscreen, or
and a coupon for a tote bag in your skin might: turn pink,
the store. '
too.
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Conservatory Theatre
summer cast shines in
this romantic comedy
WHITNEY HAMRICK
Staff Writer

LEND ME ATENOR
Premiering in 1989, Lend Me ATenor

has received two Tony Awards.
Lend Me a Tenor, the UCF
Audiences on Broadway, in London's
Conservatory Theatre's secWest End, and worldwide have
ond summer production,
enjoyed the famous comedy, which
opened Thursday to a lot of
has been produced in eight languages.
laughs and ended with a
When:
Thursday, Friday, Saturday at 8
standing ovation.
The 14th Summer Theatre · p.m., Sunday at 2 p.m.
Where: UCF Conservatory Theatre
Season is back after a threeCost: $10 with UCF ID, $15 for adults.
year absence from campus.
The Summer Stage featured
the musical Cabaret in June, get a girl to hear bells ring.
but don't worry if you miSsed The answer: impersonate an
it. The theatre program plans opera star to build up enough
to bring it back in an encore confidence to be yourself.
Max, played by Michael
perfor:Qlance of both producPettey,
is the bumbling ·
tions in the fall.
"For the summer we pick a employee of the verbally abumusical and a surefire hit sive Mr. Saunders, played by
comedy," said Kate Ingram, Tad Ingram, the general manassociate professor and artis- ager of the opera house.
In Scene 1, Maggie, played
tic director for UCF Conserby
Amanda Wansa, Max's
vatory Theatre. "We want to
reward the audience for com- would-be fiance and the
boss's daughter, sits in the
ing out dtiring the summer."
hotel
suite, eyes closed and
The romantic comedy
revolves around the arrival swaying to the dulcet yet powand anticipated performance erful tone of Merelli's voice
of world-renowned Italian over the radio.
Maggie keeps Max at arm's
tenor, Tito Merelli, played by
Edward Whitney, as the lead length as she expresses her
in Otello at the Cleveland interest in having a fling
before settling down, telling
Grand Opera, circa 1934.
The stage, "inspired by art Max bells will ring in true
deco with clean aggressive love's kiss, and Max doesn't fit
·
lines and light blue and pink the bill.
Merelli
arrives
with a
splotched walls, is set as the
six-door, two-room hotel suite stomachache and his nagging
soon-to-be occupied by the wife, Maria, played by Abigail
Savage.
late-to-arrive Merelli.
Women love Merelli, and
The play answers the question of what a guy has to inad- Merelli loves them back, causvertently go through just to ing considerable hoopla with

(

ANDY JACOBSOHN I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Casts members of the UCF Conservatory Theatre production of LendMe A Tenor rehearse, out of costume, prior to their first show on Thursday. The play takes place in a 1930s hotel suite
in Cleveland, OH. Catch a performance of the romantic comedy Thursday through Saturday at 8 p.m. or a Sunday matinee at 2 p.m. The show will also reappear on stage in the fall.

ness," said director Christo- than 15 years. I don't get tired
pher Niess, an associate pro- of it. It's so exciting. I like to
fessor specializing in stage see their faces [the cast] after
movement. "It's one of the the performance. You can tell
toughest genres to tackle. It's the good ones by how shy
like running the 100-meter · they are when they come off ·
dash and doing calculus at the stage."
same time."
The cast, lead by Wansa,
After th'e performance, the passed out tokens of apprecia- ·
cast, crew and members of the tion to the directors and crew.
audience
mingled
with Niess and assistant director
refreshments of punch and Chantry Banks received black 1
T-shirts reading "I [heart]
finger foods.
"I always come on opening Tito."
night," said Rosemary MonLend Me a Tenor will run
roy, facilities coordinator for next weekend from July 19 to
the college of science. "The July 22. Tickets are $10 for stu- :
atmosphere just has a spark to dents with UCF IDs, $15 for '
it. I've been coming for more adults and $13 for seniors.

the ladies in the play to the cries of panic ensue as the
frustration of his wife, who chaos progresses with the
leaves him at her wit's end.
addition of an opera fanatic
Scene 1 ends with Merelli bellhop, played by Taylor Jefdistraught and drugged to fi~rs, an eccentric patron of the
ease his stomach and help him ,arts, played by Lindsay Turnrest, and Max singing Merelli er, and a Cleveland opera starto sleep before the scheduled let looking to sleep her way to
performance later that night.
the top, played by Madison
Problem: Merelli won't Stratton.
wake and is presumed dead,
Lend Me a Tenor requires a
but the show must go on or lot of stamina and comedic
Saunders will be ruined.
timing with various frantic
Solution: Max can sing and movement and witty dialogue
with the face paint and the to hit just right. The success of
costume in place, no one will such a play relies on· concenknow Max isn't Merelli
tration and talent.
Problem: Merelli wakes up.
"Farce requires athletic
Doors slam and anguished ability and intellectual sharp-

0
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No longer a world of
whimsy for students
FROM

A10

Gambon as the increasingly
weary Dwnbledore to Gary
Oldman as Harry's only
remaining relative, Sirius
Black.
Staunton's pink meanie is
certainly the showiest role of
the bunch, and she serves her
smiling sociopath qUite well,
while Helena Bonham Carter
does her demented best as an
infamous witch who, among
others, escapes from Azkaban
to join Voldemort's side.
Speaking of the big V, Ralph
Fiennes' climactic appearance
as the infamous Lord Voldemort carries more menace
than he ever has to date.
To be fair, the principal protagonists still holQ. their own as
well as anyone and everyone.
Radcliffe's Harry, Rupert
Grint's Ron, and Emma Watson's Hermione are all maturing - in every sense - at a fitting rate, digits be damned, and
carry more consistency from
film to film than even the lavish production design can.
Together, Yates and Goldenberg establish an admirable
set of priorities, as the fate of a
realm takes center stage and
Quidditch matches fall right-I'

.
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YOUR SATURDAY·NIGHT. THE WORLD' S BEST TALENT ANO. THE ClTY' ~ HOTTEST
PROMOTERS REVITALIZE ORLANDO' S ·SCENE AT THE LEGENDARY CLUB FIRESTONE .
ECLECTIC HOUSE IN THE LOFT, MASH-UP ELECTRO AND DANCE IN THE MAIN ROOM
AND ECLECTIC SOUL TURNTABLISM IN THE DEN.
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Harry Potter (Daniel Radcliffe}, Ron Weasley (Rupert Grint} and Hermione Granger (Emma
Watson} come upon something unexpected in the woods outside Hogwarts School.

fully by the wayside. By this
point in the series, the audience should be every bit as
accustomed to the day-to-day
use of magic, so it's upon that
foundation that they orchestrate the unexpectedly engaging politics at play within the
world of wizards and witches.
There is inevitably plenty
of practice and plotting and
politics underway before the
anticipated showdown delivers, and with the next volwne,
there is yet more ofthe same to
follow, but if this trend continues, with the exposition as
streamlined as it is here, the

filmmakers have created more
momentum for the last movie
than Rowling has achieved for
the final novel
The focus similarly shifts
from the magic our upstanding
students are mastering, to the
maturity they're displaying.
While it may seem like the
more universal notions of
power and responsibility subdue the flashier fantasy elements, they are - if anything
- enhanced by them. In what
was once a world of whimsy,
the fact that there are now
some serious stakes may be
the most compelling spell yet.
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Don't sweat college
tuition·power play
'
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fter five years of keeping
in-step with the Legislature's tune, the Florida
Board of Governors finally
decided to flex some muscle
with its recent lawsuit challenging the Legislature's claim to fix
and regulate tuition among the
state's 11 public universities.
The lawsuit, headed by former Florida Gov. Bob Graham,
focuses on statute 1001.705,
which gives the Le~lature the
power to set tuition rates. Graham and the universities claim
that the statute is unconstitutional, in that it violates the
amendment to the Florida Constitution that established the
Board.
According to that amendment, the Board "shall operate,
regulate, control and be fully
responsible for the management
of the whole system."
The Legislature seems to
have a different definition for the
word ''whole" as statute 1001.705
clearly places the Board under
the thwnb of legislative power,
robbing the Board of its contsti- ·
tutional authority.
But don't think for a moment
tl).at this lawsuit has anything to
do with a diabolical plot by the
Board to raise the price of
admission at Florida's colleges.
That at least is the opinion of
Florida Senate President Ken
Pruitt who labeled the lawsuit as
"nothing more than an attempt
to get unbridled tuition increases."
Though some increases are
necessary, the Board's actions
reflect a shift in power more
than profits.
·
The question that should be
on the minds of all students isn't
"How much do I want to pay for
college?" but "Who do I want to
be in charge of managing my
tuition?" .
, Previously, that duty fell to
the Legislature, but reeling from
funding cuts and stagnant tuition
rates, Florida's universities want
to be in more control over their
system.
.
'Ibis concern became the
~focus of a previous ruling by the
electorate in 2004 in which the

'

of the education provided?
Board was given a "broad grant
of authority" subject to the LegThe Legislature will look at
Florida's low cost of tuition and
islature only in its authority to
call it revolutionary, and so it is.
appropriate funds.
In no other state is the governNevertheless the Legislature
continues to set tuition, and until ment going through such efforts
to make higher education more
recently, the Board remained
accessible to high schoolgraduquiet on the matter.
HistoricallY, such political ter- ates.
But what happens to those
ritoriality woUld have been AOK with the Board. Shortly after students when they apply to college? Hampered by scarce
its founding, members passed
resources and a large student
along all budgetary responsibilibody that is having difficulty getty to the Legislature.
We can only imagine Grating the classes necessary to
graduate, universities may have
ham's frustration. He fought to
no choice but to severely limit
create the Board during his time
enrollment.
as governor ot¥y to see it fall
into passivity when he no longer
Such would go against all
attempts the Legislature has
held office.
made to make higher education
The Legislature, though, has
more available to Florida's high
done less than an excellent job
of managing higher educ'ation.
schoolers, but the fault would
not lie with the Board, which
Despite universities' pleas
would only act to survive.
that they are drastically underfunded, and the independent
The Legislature seems more
Pappas report backing them up,
concerned about getting students into college than with
the Legislature maintains its
stubborn - though well-intengraduating them.
tioned - position of affordable
Such was the thinking in California, Michigan and Minnesota,
higher education in Florida. ·
the states Florida universities
With enrollment rising, but
tuition.remaining low, Florida
wish to model themselves off of.
Michigan went through a
universities struggle to maintain
their academic integrity. 'Ibis,
struggle very similar to ours
combined with.a recession and
between its Board of Regents
and the Legislature concerning
post-Sept. 11 cuts to education
funding, will only increase the
the right to fully govern the edustudent-to-teacher ratio, reduce
cational system - including
the number of courses taught ·
tuition.
and make it-more difficult for
The state came to the concluuniversities to graduate students. sion that such power should be
According to a 2006 USA
"beyond mere political influToday survey of tuition and fee
ence."
So true! But at the moment,
amounts among the nation's 75
"flagship" colleges, the median
we wish our legislators would
cost of tuition was $5,838. Both
listen to influence.
~
. ~· -- Most students did ~ot oppose
the University of Florida and
Florida State University had
the differential tuition increases,
tuition more than $2,000 below
and even Gov. Charlie Crist
themedian. .
reversed ,his veto of the increase
after meeting with University
The 2007 cost for undergradleaders, but the Legislature
uate tuition at UCF is only
$3,561.
remains stubborn.
Yet even though the cost of
It would have yo~ believe that
college is cheap in Florida, five
this lawsuit means the end of the
of our public universities rank
world..We would have you think
among the 30 largest in America. of it as a new beginning;
We all want college to be
The question becomes one of
balance: Where do we draw the
affordable, but that doesn't mean
line between the quantity of stu- that Florida students have to
dents ID,. college and the quality
have a second-rate education.

Gay rights·reform
is long overdue

~

T

he old adage "Better late
than never" still applies
when we consider UCF's
latest resolution to add discrimination based on se:Xual orientation to the Golden Rule.
The amendment Wm be
'll printed along with the 20072008 edition of the Golden Rule
and ensures that a person cannot be barred from university
programs or opportunities on
the basis of his or her sexual orientation.
UCF deserves credit for finally joining other American universities, such as the University
of Florida and Ohio State, in rec<i ognizing the rights inherent to
their gay, lesbian, and bisexual
students. This decision is one
more step toward the ultimate
acceptance of such persons in
society.
Remember that we still live in
an age where the legitimacy of
) homosexuality is openly debated
·
The LA. Tunes on June 18
reported a story titled ''New
ground in debate on 'curing'
gays." The story concerned a
growing agreement between
gay-rights groups and Christian
ministry leaders that homosexuality may not be !l choice but
biologically determined 'Ibis
was the .b elief of the Rev. Albert
Mohler Jr. president of the
Southern Baptist Theological
Seminary; though, the opinion

W\.lA.T A

'

won him no small amount of
of more than·200 students, faculdispleasurelamong many tradity and staff marched across UCF
in protest of the school's lack of
tionalists. l
However, even though they
such a policy.
agree, the two groups do so for
Well, they finally got what
entirely different reasons.
they asked for, but we wonder,
The religious groups do so on why was it such a struggle?
the belief that homosexuality is a
Why didn't UCF accept the
recommendation of the Faculty
disease or ~ental disorder that
demands healing.
Senate back in 2003 to guarantee
the basic rights already estabEven outside the theological
controversies, homosexuals face
lished for heterosexual stu!fents?
staunch opposition to therr
Why the wait? Why did it ·
require the spectacle of more
rights.
I
In 2006, President Bush prothan 200 people marching
posed an amendment banning
before UCF recognized that all
students deserve equality under
gay marri~~ though it was
the Golden Rule?
defeated, m~t same year an
ABC News poll showed that 58
We are thrilled that UCF
percent of &nericans opposed
decided to adopt this policy, but
giving homosexuals the right to
our excitement is tempered by
marry, though 51 percent said
our knowledge that such
that the decision to ban gay mar- , reforms should have been immeriage should be made by the
diate rather than gradual. Four
states and not the federal govyears is too long a wait to make
a formal denouncement on disernment.
In light of the times, UCF's
crimination, especially when
actions are rather revolutionary.
UCF prides itself on its diversity
But as is the case among peo- and inclusiveness.
ple in the homosexual and bisexUCF relies on all of its stuual communities, relief has been -dents for its success. As a public
hard-fought and long overdue.
university, it should meet the
In the 2003-2004 academic
needs of all students regardless
year, the UCF Faculty Senate
of sex, age, race or sexual orienpassed a resolution urging the
tation. Thankfully UCF has
university to ac;cept anti-discome to realize this, and hopecrimination policies based on
fully, our university can serve as
an example to others in the state
sexual orientation.
·
That plea was mostly
and around the nation that still
do not recognize this simple
ignored
Then inApril 2006, a group
truth.

DISGRACE!
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Board can manage
Florida colleges best
the state, the Board knows
Tuition, tuition, tuition. It's
more about education spendbeen constantly on the mind
of your averag~ university .stuing.
dent for years and now is the
Between 1992 and 2004 the
Board's budget and that of the
main topic of debate among
Florida's .Board of Governors
universities' has been reduced
a total of $484,400,000. More
and the Legislature:
budget cuts and Florida 'uniIf you haven't heard about
versities will see a drastic cut
the latest Florida government
in enrollment, faculty pay and
saga, here's a quick recap. Former Flonda Gov. Bob Graham
JENNIFER LARINO hiring, and research.
and othJr state leaders are
Staff Writer
Legislators claim to be
keeping tuition low to allow
piecing together a lawsuit
students who may be driven away by
against the Legislature that will wrest
increasing education costs to stay in
control of tuition from the Legislature
and give that power to the Board
school
At the same time, they are cutting
Creators of the lawsuit claim that
when Florida voters decided to establish funds for Florida schools, 'resulting in
enrollment reductions at universities
the Boatd, they gave it discretion over
all public university matters, including
that don't have the funds to support a
growing number .o f students. Keeping
tuition.
The 'controversy coincides with a
tuition the same but making a budget
struggle between Gov. Charlie Crist, the cut of as little as 4 percent could deny
17,000 students, if not more, from an
Legislature and Florida education leadeducation, according to the Board.
·ers to increase state university tuition.
But though the controversy centers
Looking at those numbers, it's not
on tuition, it is less about costs as much
hard to see why the Board felt that it
was time to decide who really should be
as it is a battle for control
Growing universities that are expect- at the reins of Florida's higher-education
ed to provide top-notch education need
institutions.
funding. We students who expect the
The Board should not always have to
most for our money understand that we struggle around budget cuts and vetoes.
Hopefully, the Legislature will see the
must pay more for quality.
shift of tuition rate control as less of a
Legislators are trying to please taxloss of power and more of a benefit to
payers and say that they are trying to
Florida's universities, students and Florispend money efficiently in a slumping
Florida economy.
·
da itself.
On the other hand, the people whose
Florida's leaders have to see through
responsibility it is to maintain the acathe lawsuits and the petty power strugdemic health of Florida's universities are gles and look at who can manage the
seeing academic integrity slip away
task of tuition the best.
because of cutbacks and budget planIf the Legislature really cares about
higher education in the state as much as
ning.
they claim to, there's no qu.e stion on the
As much as the Legislature would
love to have control over all spendirig in matter.

READER VIEWS

Transformers is more
than meets critic's eye
I was appalled at William Goss' article
and his attempt to critique the film
Transformers. I am not a Transformers
addict, hardcore nerd or Transformers
know-it-all But I did grow up with a couple of Transformers toys with names that
I do not even remember.
Alas, Goss seems to be too sophisticated to be familiar with Transformers'
past and apparently doesn't understand
visual story and development
He also has a biased view that only
children would like the film. I am 20
years old and love my blood-and-guts
movie just as much as I love cartoon
movies. Transformers has a foundation
and builds upon it, allowing you to think,
"What is going to happen next?''

Regarding Goss' statement that the
film is an advertisement for products
such as Mountain Dew and Xbox 360, is
any of that really relevant? Most media
have· advertising in order to come up
with money for such an expensive film.
The film is "head-shaking'' rather than
funny? Tiunsfonners had my mouth open
just :is much as a single episode of Family Guy.
Transformers is a film filled with comedy that will make you smirk, action that
will blow you awe, and technical feats
that will leave you in awe, and the best
thing is that it has a story where you
attempt to put the pieces together. It's a
far better experience than Spider-Man 3,
which has a broken story, fight sequences
in the iniddle of nowhere and Topher
Grace as the ''terrifying'' Venom.
- PETER STAFFA
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SUBMISSION DEADLINES

HOW TO PLACE AN AD

Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By phone: 407-447-4555
By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: University Court, Suite 200
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse Rd. behind Chick-Ft1-A

PAYMENT METHODS

Online:
9 a.m. day before publication
Phone, fax, in person:
5 p.m. Fri. for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue
5 p.m. Wed. for Fri. issue

VISA, MC, AMEX,
Discover, Cash, Check
OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

407-447-4555 • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

CLASSIFICATIONS

RATES

Rate
100
125
150
175
200
22S
250
275
300

Help Wanted: General
Help Wanted: Part·Tune
Help Wanted: Full-THiii!
Business Opportunities
.For Rent Homes
For Rent: Apartments
Roommates
Sublease
For Sale: Homes

~

(

325 For Sale: Automotive
350 For Sale: General
375 For Sale: Pets
400 Services
SOO Announcements
600 Travel'
700 Worship

(
(

B
B

8
A
A

8

B

A
A
8
A

800 Miscellaneous

8
B

Rate A

Rm.I

~

$6
$4

$<)

$J.8

$6

$}2

'i

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering a successful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours a day

B
B

900 Wanted

lmi1

First issue:
Each addl issue:

tJ

HELP WANTED:

~Full-Time

BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day potential. No Experience
Necessary. Training Provided.
Age 18 +OK 800-965-6520 x 107.
Renato Tavares Elite Fighting
Academy is looking for Cardio
Kickboxing Instructors. Flex. hrs,
competetive wages. 407-893-7311
Women ages 21-30 - you can
help make a miracle happen!
Egg donors needed to help women
who are waiting to become moms.
Excellent compensation provided.
Call for details, 407-740-0909.
Receive your own online
(MyPowerMall) for !reel We are
different from every other mall. Access
1,000+ stores that offer discounts on
all your purchases. Jewelry, air travel,
clothing, shoes, and lots more. 4% to
75% of purchase price goes to children
nonprofit org. Never have to reveal
credit card information.
Go to: www.gateway2mypowermall.com

Earn $800-$3200 Monthly
to drive brand new cars
with ads placed on them.
www.AdCarDrive.co~

Telephone Actresses
Work from your own home. Flexible
full and part time shifts available.
Weekly payroll checks mailed or
through direct deposit. You must
have a corded telephone in a private
area of your home. We employ
1400+ agents nationwide.
Great job for college students.
Check us out at phoneactress.com
1-800-325-6608
PT/FT Flyer people wanted. Up to
$12/hr. Gas allowance, paid vacation &
paid health ins. Must have own trans,
cell phone, and live in the Orlando
surrounding areas 407-359-5901

SpheriQn~ is loolling for an enthUSia$tlc Cus:!oil\er Service/
. Concierge profess~! to 1'1dri<:fot~l
·

Classified Sales Rep
wanted for the
Central Florida Future.
Outbound sales exp. preferred
Make minimum $8+/hr.
PLUS monthly bonus!
E-mail resume and availability to
trlshai@KnightNewspapers.com

Responsibilities in~liide:

- A;;isting resort gu~

-Building mpport with I
· -Mo:11agi11g ticket sa1

PIT Doggy Daycare Position.
·Must Love Dogs.
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plus!
...www.dogdayafternoon.net•.••
email resume: info@dogdayafternoon.net
Texas Hold'em Players Wanted.
Free to play. Win Great prizes.
Always looking for dealers. '
www.allinpokerseries.com
$$$ FT/PT PRESSURE WASHER $$$
Must have car and phone. Orlando
area.
407-276-2881

GOLDENKNIGHTSNEEDJOBS.COM
Paid Survey Takers Needed In
Orlando. 100% FREE to join.
Click on Surveys.

WWW. UCFCondos.COM
Condos And Homes For Rent &
Sale. Free 24/7 Website With Pies &
Info. Century 21. Rick Sletten .
321-438-4568
2 Bedroom ·2.5 Bathroom
Townhouse. Hawthorne Glen, close
to UCF, SCC and Valencia.
Phone: 407-694-4975

KLG Engineering, located near UCF, seeks Full-time
Administrative Assistant/Receptionist.
Experience with Microsoft Office, multi-line phones, and general
office duties a must. Responsiblities include front desk duties,
correspondence, spread sheets, specifications and submittals. Must
have excellent communication skills, be self motivated and able to
multi-task in a fast paced friendly environment. Expeyience in
Engineering industry a plus. Willing to work with school schedule. .
Competitive salary, benefits & 401K, EOE.

------.--Knlgh{Newspapers---NOW HIRING

DISTRIBUTION DRIVERS

•ffa~~~

"'GIUA'lr'~Pllhtt~~

, Now Hiring!!
Downtown Disney!!

-~·~ ·
·i.-.--~~~
$2.,000 Sign-On

Bonus ! ~

Qdl Today For Ddails!

407-722-3.0 22
- - - -~ iufonnadoa to MllOJlll.ilatllleiclilJllli~~:vin

@
Hilton Grand Vacations·

Flexible Shifts;
Unlimited possibilities
Sunglass Icon is owned by
Oakley and is a nation wide
company with over 130 stores.
3 new stores will be added in
Orlando this Summer!!!
If you are outgoing
energetic and sales driven

Call: 407.827.0110
•
~N G t.A S S

"$1,000 Bonus paid after 3 months. $1,000 Bonus paid after 6 months.
Join the most successful company in the industry. We support a drug-free work environment.

Grape Juice Antioxidant Study
RIPPE LIFESTYLE INSTITUTE at Florida Hospital Celebration Health is conducting
a study for women comparing the effects of concord grape juice on body
antioxidant status.

Seminole Chronicle,

"°.
...
~

Sales Intern
Wanted for Fall Semeste.r to assist Advertising Director

(entiaf.1loiiba·1utuie
• 12 to 15 hours per week
• Scholarship plus credit hours
Please contact Mark: Markl@KnightNewspapers.com
i

••••••••••

Complete Blood Work
EKG Testing
Body Composition Analysis
$300 Compensation

To qualify you must be a healthy
female, normal weight, non-smoking,
and between 20 and 50 years of age.
You must be able to pa_rticipate in
2 separate double-night stays.

For more information please call 407-303-4544

3/2.5 w/ 2 car garage, 2200/sq. ft., loft,
fenced yard, community pool.
'
$1500/month 3 miles from l,ICF. (407)
399-9734 Available now!

21212 charming townhome in
Celebraiion. 2 story, W/D included.
Avail now! $1600/mo all util incl. 407346-9915 or 407-873-3734

•I

TOWNHOUSE NEAR UCF

2 Master Bedrooms, 2.5 Bathrooms
1/2 ml. from UCF & Research Park
Close to Waterford Lakes Town
Center2 Parking Spaces, W/D
included. $850/Month 407-310-6583

J

home. Behind UCF. Internet/Cable,
utilities, W/D, dishwasher, community
pool, $525/month. 1 room avail.
immediately! M/F. Call 407-876-5697
6r 407-408-0803
Available Now!
UCF area, Oviedo 3br/2ba
Brand New Home
$1275/mo. (407) 695-1064
3/2.511 .car garage. 3 parking spots.
Winter Spings-Oviedo, Gated Comm.
Barcley's Reserve off of 434 1600 sq.
__ft-=._$_12...,9,...5...,./m,,,.o,...._c~a_ll_4_
0_
7-_3_
6....,.6-.,.,5~
80=-7__ ')

3 or 4bd/2ba home near UCF.
Students Welcome! $1200/mo. For
more info Call Home Locators @(407)
622-7368 Open 9am-7p.m. Mon.-Sat.
Single Family Homes
Lakefront: Extra nice and clean I Lots of
upgrades. 4/212 All appl., comm. pool
from $1390 Call 407-833-0063
Month to Month lease avail in August {)
in Oviedo home. Master bdrm
$500/mo, other room $400/mo + split
util. No pets please. Call 407-754-4697
for more information.
Beautiful 212 Town Home in
Chancellor's Row, Avail. now. End
Unit, assigned parking, tile.
Washer/Dryer & 2 mi from UCF.
Access Pool .& Tennis. .
Call Steve @407-488-9656

"I

"1

MUST SEE 3/2.5, 2 story house on
Dean and Univ behind Publix. lawn
maint, comm pool, large kitchen, nice
backyard, free bdrm furn if needed, no , >
pets, $1300/mo (321) 277-3851
$775/mo + first and last.
Small pets OK.
Call Al @ 407-493-3793

~~
...,:..

Are you a current college
Freshman or Sophomore?

•
•
•
•

>(,

212 duplex for rent. 2 miles from UCF.

Are you interested in an exciting career?

net Physical EXam

3/2 PRIVATE PROPERTY NO HOA
·LARGE SCREEN PORCH
W/JACUZZI MIN FROM UCF $1,600/MO 407-325-3837. AVL 8-1

Rooms for rent in 6 bedroom

'

,J

2 rooms available
In 4 bedroom Oviedo house.
Other 2 rooms taken by 2 guys
both are upper classman and very
easy going normal guys.If you
have one friend to fill the second
room that would be optlmal.4 min
drive to UCF b/c of ZERO traffic In .:)
Oviedo. $575 includes W/I, i.ltlli,
elect, trash removal, internet,
cable & lawn care. No huge parties
but get togethers with friends and
beer Is ok. For more info or to
schedule a visit please reach'
Steven at 407-616-1628 or
skay99@tampabay.rr.com.

-=~~----,,~~~,..--..,,.....,~..,-~- \\

E-mail:trishai@knightnewspapers.com
or call 407-447-4555
(cnttaf

!!'~-~

,.
v

Home away tom home! 5 suites under I)
one roof with common living areas for
5 individuals. $850/suite/mo all util incl.
with brand new bed and furniture.
Call 407-491-2176

Monday mornings
5:30 - 7:30 a.m.
Truck or SUV required
$10 an hour

.,~~

212 Condo for rent 1/2 mile from UCF.

Priv home w/ 5 large suites

Summer Semester

·••~~siafetd

t:

located on a Culdasac. The gate in
the backyard leads to a huge field
for outdoor activities. Washer .and
Dryer room located inside of house.
New ltems:Roof Fence Screen Patio
Water Softener 407.733.4597 or
407.712.4035
,,

No phone calls please.

·~-~~
~

or call (877)764-3675
id# 1001
for a Free Recorded
Message.

Beautiful 5 bedroom house

Please email resume to:
rroberson@klgllc.com
or fax 407 .830.6836.

-~~

''"

Fully furnished,W/D,2nd floor unit.
$1050/month,includes water/sewer,'
available August.
Call Ana (407) 234-6511.

Weekend Grounds Cleaner
Hunter's Ridge Apts. Sat and Sun.
7:30 a.m.-9:30 fi.m. $14/hr.
Call 407-677-7070

~!'Mlf'~W'iidit: .

www. FreeOrlandoRe
alEstatelnfo.com

NO BULL!
The World's Healthiest Energy Drink Is
Creating Fortunes!!!
1-888-372-8912 (24/7)

Responsible individual to pick Kids up
after school and drive them to their
after school activities. Hours: 3pm- to
6ish. Must have Valid Drivers
License/reliable car. 407-872-3920

Worktime, area, days of choice, PT/FT
avail. $200-$400/wk. Phone & car req.
Abbey's 407-268-4421

Opening August 2007 in Winter
Springs. Come work in a fun
atmosphere! Servers & cooks
needed. Will train. Request an
application tiy e-mailing
sportsappetite@aol .com.

You're going to love this! It's FREEi All
materials are FREEi Please go to
mypowermall.com/biz/home/13996
and spread the word

Janitorial part-time in the Oviedo and
Orlando Airport areas. Evenings 5
days a week. Call 407-359-2743 or
407-529-5133

NEED A ·JOB???

***BE YOUR OWN
LANDLORD***
For a FREE Special
Report on How
To Stop Renting Visit:

Leasing Consultant
Hunter's Ridge Apts in Winter Park
Mon and Fri 9-6 and Sat 9-5. No exp.
req'd. $8.25/hr +commission.
Call 407-677-7070

HOUSEKEEPERS NEEDED

Looking for a career in hospitality? Do you ~ a;:positive,
professional attitude? Are you self dri'l~?i ••

Local lnsuance Agency needs a Case
Mgr. Insurance exp/ pref. Excellent
written and oral communication, basic
comp skills req'd. Call Linda at 407706-0341

Apt. restoration trainees painting, drywall, carpentry, tlle.
Prior exp. a plus. Work near
UCF. Leave msg. at 407-251-2716

••••••••••
Do you know what you want
to do after graduation?

U.S. AIR FORCE

1

1

R•O•T•C
CROSS INTO THE BLUE

Qualified Freshmen/Sophomore students enrolled in Air
Force ROTC can apply for available scholarships.

Incentives· Up to $15,000 tuition per year
·n lude· • $750 in textbooks reimbursement
1
c
· • Monthly stipend ($250-$400)

• Special scholarship programs exist for Engineers,
Nurses, and Foreign Language Majors.
For more information,
please call:
(407) 823-1247 or
visit airforce. ucf.edu

·fl

New 2nd floor condos in
Gated Regent Park! All new
appliances. Rent includes cable,
internet,water,sewer & trash. Near ·!:J
. VCC,UCF & Waterford Lakes. Two
units available at $1350 monthly.
Also 212.5 townhome available at
$1400 monthly. Other rentals
available. Call Marisol Garcia- Exit ")
Realty HomeQuest at 407-721-2424.
Large 4/212 home. Like new. 1O min
from UCFI Upgraded Appl.
Conservation area
Very private. Students OK. $1495/mo
Purchase Option Ok. (407) 341-9415.

\

1 room avail. now in furn. home with
pool w/ waterfall. Located 5 min from
UCF in Ashington Park. Must be clean! " J
$535/mo 407-748-0887

5Bdr/2.5Bath (Bonus room
possible 6th Bedroom) 2 Car
Garage. Econ/Lee Vista Area. 12
~'
Miies From UCF. Minutes from UCF
College of Medicine and Burhnam
lnstltute.$1900/Month. First and Last
Required plus $1,500 Security Dep
Call J.P. 407-948.3884
fol

Beautiful 3/2 custom duplex
2 miles from UCF. 1150 sq ft.
Appliances Included. WS.
$1200/mo- +sec. dep. 407-359·5001

.

ly)
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SUDOKU
Christian female needed to share 3/2
home in Waterford Lakes. E-mail me at
TLCDream02@aol.com or check out
myspace.com/waterfordlakeshome for
more information!

BRAND NEW Townhome in The
Biltmore gated community. 3/2.5, 2 car
garage, utility room, pool, fitness center,
jogging paths. Close to UCF! $1575/mo
Call Karen 407-923-2779

Clean, quite female roommates-2
rooms avail. w/shared bath In 312
house. 1O min. from UCF.
$450/month includes everything! No
pets. Short-term rental. Move In
August! 954-695-1981

Brand new townhouse in Spring Isle
mins from UCF 3/3.5 huge bedrooms &
closets, your own private bath, 2 car
garage. Pool and cabana in gated
comm. Bring your friends to enjoy this
space! Avail immed. Call 407-340-9887
UCF area 3/2/2 house w/washer +
dryer 2 car garage. Beautiful
neighborhood, inmediate
occupancy. $1 ,400 mo.includes
lawn maintenance. For more Info
call 407-948-8409

•

•

UCF/Waterford Lakes area.4/2.5
w/washer and dryer.2300 sqft.
500/month. Call 407-914-8284.
Brand new large 4/212. W/D,
waterfront. Near UCF, pool,gym,tennis
Students OK. $1450/month. Avail now!
No pets 407-277-4112 or 407-249-2059
Available August
3/2 duplex in Sherwood Forest $925/mo
Close to UCF. W/D, dishwasher incl.
Call 407-496-0888.
Newly remolded 1bd bungalow w/
private pool. Located on corner of
Aloma and Semoran. 650/mo
Call Home Locators @ (407)622-7368
no credit check required
Homes, condos, duplexes for rent. Go to
www.ORLrent.com to view available
rentals. RE/MAX 200 Realty
407-571-3659

'
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3/2 condo in River Run. 1 mile from
UCF. Brand new, luxury living!
Skylights, garage, driveway, gated
comm. Never lived in. $1350/month
917-478-0501

Clean, quite female roommates-2
rooms avail. w/shared bath in 3/2
house. 10 min. from UCF.$450/month
includes everything!No pets.Short-term
rental. Move in August! 954-695-1981
Rooms for rent, 5 min. from UCF in
4 bedroom house, 3 yr old neigh.
Lg. rooms, back yard faces preserve.
House furn ., bedrooms not. Sec. sys.,
high-speed wireless Internet. Room
w/other students. $500/mo. all util.
incl. 954-599-7523
Female roommate wanted to share
3/2 1/2 Waterford Lakes townhouse.
Private BR Shared Bath .
$535+utilities/Monthly
Contact Amy @ 407-208-9568
Hello: $400 to $500 per month,
Knights Landing, UCF shuttle service,
one bed/bath available. I'm the only
other occupant. I work professionally
in Research Park and I'm working
towards a PhD. 407 249 9374 Ken
M/F needed for 4/2 house in Avalon
Park. Furnished, private bathroom.
$500/mo all util incl. Cable, internet.
Call Maria 407-470-3824
Room for rent in 3br/2ba house. 5 min
from UCF cable and internet incl. ·
550/mo upperclassmen only. available
immediately. Call 954-649-4933
1 Female Roommate N/S Available
ASAP. $475 includes utilities. No pets
Dean Rd. KellyRoop@hotmail.com
609-330-3673

1/1 Condo 4 Rent
S. Semoran Blvd
$750/ month
Quiet, Clean, and Safel
Call Angela for more info
407-227-9011

38/2B Ventura Golf Comm.,
Great Condition, W/D, water, No pets.
Close to UCF and Valencia. $1100/mo.
Call 321-297-6756

"'
6 Waterford Landing 212 condos for
immediate or Aug. occupancy
available. All appliances incl. $975
mnth. 407-862-9200 x201

,;..
•'
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Lovely Furnished 2bd/1.5ba apt. Avail
now. Carport for 2 cars. Roommates
OK. $1100/mo. util incl.407-694-3265
Beautiful 2/2 newly
furnished condo. 2nd floor. 2
miles from UCF. pool, basketball,
tennis, volleyball, fitness room. F,
N/S, no pets.
$625 per month + 1/2 utilities
Call :(561) 339-1274

'

..

Looking for quiet, clean, NS roommate
in 4/3 home. 2mi from UCF. $550
utilities included. Available Aug.1st call
954-303-7180

FREE RENT July & Aug.,Pegasus
Connection 4/4 apt, largest BR w/pvt
Ba. $520/mo call 813-389-0331

University House at College Station Premier Student Housing close to
UCF. Private Bath, Walk In Closets,
UCF Shuttle, Individual Leasing, Brand
New Living Room Furniture. Call today
to find out about our Move in Specials,
(407) 273-5151 ! Located 1 Mile from
UCF," on Alafaya.

ll .
I
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2 Bdrm 2 Ba Condo. 1138 sq ft. 3
miles from UCF in Waterford Lakes.
All new carpeting & appliances . .Basic
cable, garbage, W/D, dtgital phone,
pool, jacuzzi, & fitness center
included. $1,200/mo. Call 407-6940651
LUXURY CONDO for Rent - 3BR/2B
10 minutes from UCF. Hardwood
Floors, Granite counter tops kitchen &
baths, new appliances, swimming pool,
fitness center, Internet & Cable $1 ,450
per month 407-451-5137 (We only rent
· to UCF students, we are UCF Grads)
2BR/2BA condo Brand new appl. 1100
sq. ft: 350 S 436 Winter Park, 32792
1O min to UCI=. $900/mo. + sec. Water
incl. No Pets. Cal! 407-657-5451

~

Looking for 2 roommates for a 3/2
house. $350-375/security deposit plus
utilities. W/D and security alarm. Call
Crystal@ 386-931-3786

Brand New Condo For Rent

Apts for rent, furnished or unfurnished.
No credit check. Call now! Starting at
$700/mo 407-219-4016

..!

1/1 for rent. UCF Vacinity
Private bath, golf course, security.
$500/mo all util incl.
Call John 407-482-4972

3/2 Regent Park. Comes With Basic
Cable & High Speed Internet. $1200
On Corner of Dean & Lake Underhill
Please Call 407-257-2596

CAMBRIDGE CIRCLE - 1.5ml to UCF2BD 2.5BA 2 parking spots per unit,
$995/mo-$1000/Dep W/D,DW,MW
· Roommates OK - 407-493-2723

FOR RENT 212.5 Town house in
Cambridge Circle (Alafaya Tri) Small
yard, $850/mo. Call Reeta
321-363-6345.

"'

LOOK!!!
1 room avail in a large house close to
UCF. Includes in-ground pool, W/D, & full
kitchen. $350/mo. + split util.
Call 407-712-4035, leave message.

Looking for Female roommate to
share 4/2.5 house. Located behind
UCF. Spacious bedrooms, walk in
closets, furnished if desired. $450
includes wireless lntrnt, cable, pst
contrl, WID. Split utilities. Call Naty
407-683-7413 or natyp84@gmail.com.

University House on Alafaya - Student
Housing Town Homes near UCF. Fully .
Furnished, Wood Floors, UCF Shuttle,
Great Amenities. Call today to find out
about our Move in Specials, (407) 2774007. Rents starting at only $460!
Located 1 Mile from UCF on Alafaya.

it'•
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East Orlando-UCF Homes
http://nancepropertyinvestments.com Share the Finest Homes In Town
$400 shared bath, $575 Private Bath
407-334-6658 or 407-673-4070
F roommate 1 room avail in 4br/2ba in
Avalon park, close to comm pool and
fitness center $100 'dep. 380/mo util
incl. Please call 407-758-0097
F needed to share 5/3 with 2 other
UCF students. 5 min to UCF. $550/mo
most utilities and internet included.
954-436-8924

•

Room in Village at Alafaya Club
available for rent! Biggest bedroom in a
3/3. Only $555/mth, utilties, cable,hsp
internet.garbage takeout inclubed.
Lease is Aug .6th-July31st.
Contact Nicole for more information.
(850)319-4004
The Crest at Waterford Lakes
212 $1095 incl. cable; internet, phone.
3/2 $1400 incl. cable, internet, p~one.
Property Mgmt Specialists
407-898-901 O.e xt. 100
Apartments & Rooms Available All
Florida Areas! Furnished or
Unfurnished. Browse and List FREE! Call
877-367-7368 or visit www.SUBLET.COM

lm!l

Looking for Roommate
2bed/2bath apartment at Colonial
Pointe. $450 plus 1/2 utilities
Female preferred
Contact Meaghan: (239)470-9624

M/F $332 per
month+ 1/3
utilities.
5 mins from UCF.
No pets. Spacious
3/2 duplex.
407-506-6091

Two Rooms for Rent in 3/2 House
seconds from UCF McCullach
entrance. Washer/dryer/dishwasher.
$500/month Includes
electricity/water/phone/wifi.
Graduate studer;its preferred. Please
contact Jonathan at 407-466-7279 or
jleto@mail.ucf.edu

Male roommate wanted.quiet life style,
beautiful community, like new 3/2
home. choose regular room
or private master with large bath and
closet.440. plus 1/3 utilities.
or 535. plus 1/3 Travis 954-649-8592
Jesse 954-649-9174
Unfurnished 9.6X10.6 within Spacious
3Bd 2Ba Furnishe.d Home 5min from
UCF $500/mo W/D Cable&lnternet
included Call 407-409-6206
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1 N/S roommate needed for 3/2 in
Alafaya Woods house. Fenced
backyard $400/mo plus utilities. Call
Neal
•
321-431-1708

1/1 avail in 212 in Tivoli Apartments
1 YR lease begins July 26.
545/mo all utils included
Please call 352-478-9361 or e-mail
nastypupies@yahoo.com
AVAILABLE ASAP! 1/1 in 4/4 at
Pegasus Landing. $515/mo. Fully furn,
util incl. Awesome roommates! Perfect
location behing Moe's, F pref. Call
Meghan 352-464-1460

Pegasus landing APT available for
2007 - 2008 school year! Female
needed! $515/month! No move in
fees! Call (904)333-2124
MOVE IN ASAP!
Pegasus Landing-Male-Room
and own bath (in 4/4 Apt)
Furnished - Utilities included.
Across from UCF. Available
8117107 to 7/31/08.
$425/month
561-266-5782
PEGASUS LANDING
Your own bedroom/bath in a furn. 4/4.
$525/inc utilities. Female.
Lease 8/18 - 5/6/08
Call 954-829-2053
Pegasus Point- Will pay move in fee!
Room available in a 212. $560/mo., all
utilities included. Available NOW!!!
Females only.
Contact Kelma 787-951-6496
Room for rent in a 212. Out by
Millenia Mall in Park Central.
F~bulous and fun place for young
adults. Great for a Rosen -student,
only 5 minutes from campus, 1 O min
from downtown and close to all
major attractions. Rent is $700 and
that includes all utilites (wifi,cable,water,electric).Friendly roommate,
out of town alot. Pets allowed.
Please contact me at 904-910-2008
or Linds0630@aol.com
Short Term Lease-CV! single:lncludes
housekeeping, internet, meal plan, and
cable. Available now.
Call Steve 727-687-3687

$850/MONTH NEW
TOWNHOMES
OWN a brand new 3 bedroom 2.5
bath, upgraded, with appliances,
In gated community with Pool for
ONLY $850/month. Call today.
. 1-866-380-7301 ext 4201
visi.t us onllne www.MyOrlandoHomelnfo.com

LOOKING FOR RESPONSIBLE
ROOMMATE to rent 1 BDRM
available in my private 3/2 home
w/POOL. $475/MO + 1/2 utilities;
Female Only; 5 MIN from UCF; CALL
407-677-0470 TIVO & w/d bonus!

.

A bedroom in a four bedroom house
for $550 per month. Safe and quit
location, everything is new and the
house was just renovated. A furnished
room is a possibility. Colse to UCF.
4036 lveyglen Ave .. Orlando, FL 32826
Tel.: 407-913-4438

Room for Rent
$500 a month includes utilities
House on cul-de-sac, 10x11, cable,
wireless hi speed Internet
call shane 954-410-5337

Avail in July & Aug , 10 min. to UCF
10X8 $375, 11 x11 $425. $200 sec.dep. All utils included + cable and high
speed internet. Furn. Call Steve 407267-4982

Roommate Needed to share 3/2 House
in Oviedo w/ 2 F students
(5 Min from UCF)
$550 utilities incld. Avail. in August
Contact Sarah @ 740-202-2186 or
skachicfL@aol .com

2 F roommates needed for 3/2 house.
Very clean, like new. Close to UCF on
Lake Underhill. $450/mo incl. electric
and water. 407-968-9439

Roommates needed to share 4 bdrm
house less than 5 miles to UCF. $350
mth rent. Plus share of utilities (approx
$ 150) No smoking. Call 407-257-9616
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2/2 950sqft Waterfront Condo
$128,900, Must sell ASAP for
relocation! Beautiful condo and views,
tile floors, 1st floor unit, quiet friendly
neighborhood, all new appliances incl,
partially furn, pet friendly, tennis courts,
pool, spa, fitness center, clubhouse,
highly motivated sellers, this is a steal!
Curry Ford. and Goldenrod area. Call
407-923-6899.
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CROSSWORD

Close to UCF/SCC! Kingsbridge
West/Oviedo 4/2.5 pool home,
immediate occupancy! Only $399,000!
Call Exit Real Estate Results Kelly Sue
Stonebreaker 321-228-3974
212 SE Condo, convenient to UCF,
Airport, 408 and Downtown. Orlando,
1st floor, screened porch, all kitcheQ
appl., ceramic tile & carpet, reserved
pkg., pool & tennis. $140,000. Call
owner/agent at 407-999-5680.
Single Family Home 475,000
5bd/4ba Avalon Park 3000+ sq
bonus room, gourmet kitchen, pond
view
free recorded message
407-965-0094 code 44764
FORECLOSURES/DISTRESS
SALES
FREE printout with pictures Mailed to
you at NO cost or obligation. Indicate
price range and preferred area.
1-866-380-7301 ext 2042.
FREE 24 Hour Recorded Message
Visit us online ·
www.MyOrlandoHomelnfo.com
FULLY FURNISHED 3/2.5/1 Walk to
all waterford shops/restaurants,
minutes to campus. Move in Ready
HOA incl pool, lawn, ins, exterior
maint, security gate... Neighborhood
specialist Greg 407-222-7281
Waterford Villas 212's and 3/2's from
215K EXIT Real Estate Professionals
FOR SALE
-212.5, 2 story Townhome in Gated
Comm. with Clubhouse Pool and Gym,
Close to UCF and Waterford Shopping.
Low 200's. 407-381-3040
karyn.isolica@cornerstonegrp.com

ACROSS
1 Gapintime
6 lambs' moms
10 Stiffly neat
14 Fits of chills and
fever
15 Seedless plant
16 Makeover
17 Be inviting
18 Skater Lipinski
19 Noiway's capital
20 Moors
22 Negative link
23 Contended
24 Summer hrs. in
NYC
26 Drops a hint
28 Breakfast menu
item
33 German article
34 Open sore
35 ASPCA part
37 Mob melees
41 State gambling
42 Black goo
43 Tribal emblem
44 Even out
45 No-seatsavailable letters
46 Opening bars
47 Candid_ate
Landon
49 Final
performance
51 Soft shades
55 GPs
56 Glamour rival
57 UFO fliers
59 Larcenies
64 Peek-a-boo
fashion feature
65 Time periods
67 City on the
Missouri
68 Boat lift, in a
way
69 Some putouts
70 Liturgies
71 Notices
72 Verbal skirmish
73 Deuce toppers
DOWN
1 Lattice strip
2 "The African
Queen"
screenwriter
3 Large wildcat
4 Ninth mo.

2/2 Condo 5 min to UCF.
1st fir, Appl incl.W/D. Scrnd porch. Low
condo fees. Incl. water,basic cable etc.
$150,900 Realty USA Inc.
407-721-8874

© 2007 Tribune Media Services, Inc .
All f1ghts reser>(ed.

5 "Good Times"
star
6 Immature newt
7 Break a habit
8 Bonehead play
9 Captured
10 Stock of food
11 Varnish
ingredient
12 Loafed
13 Psychological
states
21 Star Wars, initially
25 Experiments
27 Former "SNL"
regular
28 Tug
29 _ vera
30 Former "SNL"
rival
31 One-<in-<ine
chats
32 Travels by glider
36 Multitude
38 Milanese eight
39 Gull cousin
40 EPA concern
48 Armadas

,...-.-.,.:--i.=-

50 Gallery work
51 Nuisances
52 Former Yankee
Reynolds
53 Playground
incline
54 Shoulder bag part

1875 sq ft home built in 2003,
minutes from UCF, expressway
and shopping. Perfect condition,
beautiful yard, upgrades, excellent
investment or family home.
$264,900 - priced to sell. Call
Frank at 407-252-7411 or Ryan at
407-448-2414

5 min to UCF! 2Bed/2Bath
Townhome plus Loft. New Flooring and
Carpet. Freshly Painted. 1 year
Warranty! Includes Appliances.
$147,500 Contact Patty Murphy,
Prudential Florida WCI Realty 407-7586725 or www.pattymurphy.com

Affordable Housing Options
Abound in East Orlando! Many options
near UCF. Call today for free list/tours!
No cost or obligation! Debra Horowitz,
Realtor, The Selby Group. 407-4828225 (Office) or 407-421 -5645 (Cell).
Awesome home with no HOA near
UCF/SCC/Researc h Park. Remodeled
211/1 on 1/3acre $170kl Call Kelly Sue
Stonebreaker Exit Real Estate Results
321 -228-3974

58 Cast-<ifthousands tale

60 VIP in Kuwait
61
62
63
66

Karma
Bridge team
Give guff to
Mach topper

--------------------------·-·· - Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

Gorgeous Heathrow 4/2.5 pool home.
Underpriced at $375,000! Call Kelly
Sue Stonebreaker Exit Real Estate
Results 321-228-3974

~FOR SALE:
~General

Great invest, 7 mins ucf 312, 2car
Nice area 234K nego. 1413sq .llvlng
New roof, X-parking, refeg, washer
dryer and freezer 407-493-3183

Waterford Lakes, 3bd, 26-a, house,
conservation view, A+ schools and
safety, open house Sat. and Sun. 11-5
Voss Realty 407-208-1502--

Cute 1/1 Condo $74,900. Goldenrod
and University area. $2K towards
closing costs. Call Natalie Garvin with
Keller Williams Rlty 407-716-8809

Waterford Lakes
3Bed/2Bath/2Car Garage, open floor
plan, screened porch, new refrig,
new roof, concrete block. $248000
407-748-1488 or 407-748-1489

FOR SALE
3 & 4 bedroom homes with or without
pool from $189,000. Close to UCF.
Call Joyce Ungerman at Century 21
Oviedo 407-366-5837

Futon w/ 8" mat, BRAND NEW, can
deliver. $200 Call 407-831 -1322
, ..,. COMMUNITY YARD SALE!!
Waterford Villas community will be
opening Its gates for a
neighborhood wide yard sale. July
21st from 8am-1pm. Located Just
behind Waterford Lakes Shopping
Plaza. For more info email
GregT@exitorlando.com
Bed Set: $900, 6 pc solid wood, sleigh
bed group, never used.
407-831-1322

2BR/1 BA CONDO FOR SALE. Owner
financing avail. $140K, new kit. & bath,
all appl., 1-story w/ patio on ski lake,
pets OK. Quiet Casselberry, 20 min. to
UCF. (407)294-4487 or
(813) 361-8642
Waterford/Andover Lakes area. 3/2 on
HUGE lotw/ screened porch/new
tile/carpet! $254,000 Exit Real Estate
Results/Kelly Sue Stonebreaker 321228-3974

Beds: All brand new. Never-Flip
Pillow-Top Mattress sets. Twins, $120,
Full, $140, Queen, $160, King, $230,
delivery available.
407-331-1941
Pool Table: 8' professional series
furniture style table , carved legs,
oversized 1" slate, leather pockets. All
·BRAND NEW. Retail $4,000; Must sell
$1250. Set-up available. 407-831 -1322
Teacher downsizing- Teaching
materials and books. Nothing more
than $3. 407-977-9171

Oviedo/Kingsbridge! 4/2.5 f.or only
$315,000! Buy !)OW! Call Kelly Sue
Stonebreaker Exit Real Estate Results
q21-228-3974 .

Pool Home! 4 bed 2 Bath -

CONDO FOR SALE 1 BLOCK FROM
UCF! Beautiful 2/2 1025 Sq.Ft.,
Waterfront, NEW Carpet in llving,dining & bedrooms, Neutral colors,
2" Blinds, Ceiling fans, Upgraded
Lighting Fixtures & Faucets,
Premi!..lm paint, Immaculate
condition, Reserved Parking,
Spacious Floor Plan including large
mast;;r bedroom & bath with walk in
closet, Eat in kitchen, Amenities.
Motivated Seller just reduced to
$174,500. Call 954-600-2482 or
visit www.ucfcondoforsale.com

Tile & Pergo Throughout. Waterview!
Built in 2001. Close to UCF, Highways,
and Shopping. $349,900 Call Patty
Murphy of Prudential Florida WCI
Realty 407-758-6725 or visit www.pattymurphy.com.
Why Rent?
Own Your Own 212 condo w/ garage
close to UCF. 2nd floor luxury property,
alarm & phone included with HOA
cleaned, vacant & reaay now!
Krowne Realty Dan @ 407-925-2727
Rent or purchase! Awesome 212 in
.quiet Lakeview Condominiums.
Remodeled and Only $150k! Call Exit
Real Estate Results/Kelly Sue
Stonebreaker 321-228-3974

BRAND NEW TOWNHOME
3 bed, 2 bath Townhome near UCF
and Waterford Shopping. Cable and
Internet included for 2 years. Student
Incentives Available. $169,900. 407381- 3040
luis.marrero@cornerstonegrp.com
212 CONDO FOR SALE 1/2 mile from
UCF.Spacious rooms,berber carpet,
new bathrooms, owner needs to sell
asap. Call Monica (407) 222-3488
Keller Williams Advantage 2 Realty
www.YourRealtorMonica.com

412

Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3
box contains the
digits 1 through
9 with no
repeats.

;----

WWW.UCFCondos.COM
Condos And Homes For· Sale &
Rent. Free 24/7 Website With Pies &
Info. Century 21 . Rick Sletten
321-438-4568

© Puzzles by Pappocom

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

Nice POOL home 2 miles from
campus. Must be responsible!
Utilities, washer & dryer, broadband
and phone included. Partially
furnished $500.00 a mth.
321-231-3040/ 407-963-2831
F roommate for 3/2. Nice home with a
lot of extras. Deck, game room, florida
room, etc. Close to sec, 15-20 min to
UCF. $150/wk all util incl.
Call Ryan 407-452-8637
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6,YES 6 bedrooms,3900+sf1Built in
2004, backs to conservation!
Chuluota/Oviedo $389,000! Exit Real
Estate Results/Kelly Sue Stonebreaker
321-228-397 4
CabanaKey Condo.
211/fireplace/balcony. Tenant occupied
until January for instant revenue! Call
Exit Real Estate Results/Kelly Sue
Stonebreaker 321 -228-3974

Rooms for rent in brand new 4/2. W/D,
water front. Near UCF $470/mo util
incl. $550/mo for master. Avail. now!
407-277-4112 or 407-249-2059

**BUILDER CLOSEOUT**
$600/MONTH NEW TOWNHOMES
Only $600/month to own a brand
new 2 bedroom, 2.5 bath,
upgraded townhome with all
appliances, in gated community
with pool.
Call 1-866-380-7301 ext 2200
FREE 24 Hour Recorded Message
www.MyOrlandoHomelnfo.com

Room for rent $550/month includes
everything.(cable, utilities, high-speed
internet) Available now. 5 min from
UCF next to Waterford Lakes.
. Please call Jason 321-231-9094.

ROOMMATES

2 rooms avail in large 5/3. 2500 sq. ft.
Close to UCF. $575/mo all util incl.
and bi-weekly cleaning svc.
Call Jasmine 407-488-8575.

$51 MOVES YOU IN
Your own bedroom/bath in a 4/4.
Lease Aug.17 - July 31 . $525/month
No other costs. Greg 904-540-9401

2nd floor, small pets, $925/mo.
includes water, cable and.W/D
call 321-297-6756

( .

F roommate needed for furnished 1/1
in a 414. $605/month all util incl.
Available in August. Call Kristen at
407-921 -3730

4

3

ROOMS FOR RENT IN 4BR HOME
1 mi from UCF, off University. Pool
table, hot tub, internet, cable, utilities
incl. $500/mo Avail now! 772-359-2797

PEGASUS LANDING

2B/2B, lake view, gated,

•

Roommate wanted for 3/2 house in
quiet neighborhood. $475/month
utilities included. Big screen TV and
pool table. Washer/dryer. 7 mins from
UCF. Move-in ready, only $100 for
July! Contact Wyatt@ (561) 906-1818.

~FOR SALE:

STYLISH UPGRADED 212 Condo
$149,900! Private parking, pool and
tennis, all appliances incl., fireplace,
good Econ neighborhood. Come see it
TODAY! Call Christina, 561.801 .3743
Tuskawilla Golf Course Frontage!!!
3/212 Pull your golfcart right on to the
course! $250k Call Exit Real Estate
Results/Kelly Sue Stonebreak"er 321228-3974

~

Fine Cars Outlet
Specializing in first time buyers and
credit issues. Great for students!
www.flnecarsoutlet.com
(407) 381-4444 or (407) 381-4220

Tuskawilla Tennis Villas, 3/2, 2 car
.garage, 15-20 min. from UCF, low
monthly HOA $60 includes lawn
care, only $239,000 great for
students or faculty, Also, 4/2.5 two
story in Rybolt Reserve, $319,500,
great investment for 4 yr. student,
call Don Rohrer, Realtor, WRC
@407-462-4183

VIDEO JOCKEY
For frat parties, dances, etc.
See yourself
on the big screen, psychadelic video.
386-574-7058/ fbnebula@juno.com
FRENCH TUTORING
Exp. French born teacher. All levels.
Reasonable rates. Adults and children .
Home teaching and translations. 5
miles from UCF. Call, leave msg
407-482-2343.

Vitamin C Research Study
Ages 18-40
Four Clinic Visits Required
Up to-$200 compensation per
participant if you complete the study
Hours: 9:00am to 5:00pm Mon. - Thurs.
9:00am to 1:OOpm Fridays
Call (407) 332-5703

Self Defense Products
Pepper Sprays, Stun Guns, Tazors,
Personal Alarms , and much more!
Call for free catalogue 407-977-8053

Place Classifieds

ONLINE

in the
«enttal 3loriba 1utute

Tuskawilla.Great 3/2 creekfront beauty
wt clubhouse/fitness center! Lease or
Purchase $259k Exit Real Estate
Results/Kelly Sue Stonebreaker 321 228-3974
Single Family Home $250,000
312 1750 sq ft, near UCF. Screened
porch, cul-de-sac. 0 down option
Free recorded message.
407-965-0094 code 42954

Automotive

English Bulldog puppies Very playful
and actives.Big head beautiful and
loveable:netbreed@yahoo.com

for as low as $4 an issue!

www.KnightNewspapers.com
I

*Offer expires July 22, 2007
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